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**Introduction**

I am not a professional indexer, but an enthusiastic map collector. My approach to creating this index has been to look through every article and *try* to identify all topics to which readers might wish to refer. This has often led to multiple entries for any one topic so that they may be accessed in a number of ways, and this has tended to make a rather large index. However I trust that this will not deter users.

The index is divided it into four parts:

- Part 1 Index by subject,
- Part 2 Index of maps and series in order of scale,
- Part 3 Index of articles by title, in author order,
- Part 4 Index of reviews of publications.

‘New Maps’ are not listed in the index, except where there is a general description of a particular map(series), as a listing appears in most issues of *Sheetlines*.

Article titles, where they do not give an indication of content, will not be found in Part 1; neither will titles of reviewed publications. However, in the latter case, if the review includes some OS relevant subject information, the topic will appear in Part 1.

The index entry 27/15 will be found in *Sheetlines* 27, page 15, and would be the first mention of a topic within an article. An entry 27/15, 45 would find an additional reference on page 45, in a different article.

A small number of initials have been used to keep individual lines short, e.g. ‘Ordnance Survey’ is shewn as OS. Abbreviations have been used where that is the common usage, e.g. ‘Trig points’.

Acknowledgement must be given to the work previously undertaken by Tim Nicholson whose indexing of *Sheetlines* 1-45 has been used as a start point.

Any errors, omissions and inconsistencies in this index are entirely my fault. I would be grateful if any comments, suggestions, errors and omissions are sent to me:

Lionel Hooper, 3, Malvern Villas, Bath, BA1 5JS,

or by e-mail: *bounderat3mv@netscape.net* (Bounder is the name of my dog!)

If appropriate, it is intended to issue an Amendment sheet at the end of 2004.

*Lionel Hooper*

*March, 2004*
A

A and B roads, lists of  62/79, 63/58

ABC London Street Atlas 10/17, 12/14

Access land on 1:25,000 maps  53/41, 67/53
- on 1:50,000 maps  41/5, 50/38, 51/49, 53/41

Accuracy of OS mapping  40/33, 41/5, 42/5, 46/51, 50/3, 51/52, 53/48

Accuracy of using map references  39/50, 44/46

Acreages on large-scale plans  33/53

Address-Point  64/10
- and police use  44/46, 45/2

Administrative boundaries  47/45

Adshead, Joseph, and the OS 35/31

Advance mapping, one-inch New Series  5/5

Advertisement for sale of (Old Series) OS map sets (Parts I to VI)  12/1

Aerial photograph archive  31/46

Aerial photography in First WW: Sinai, Palestine, Mesopotamia 42/56

Aerial triangulation  64/17

Agricolamaniacs  37/13

Agricultural Land Classification maps  33/42

Air photo mosaics  27/18

Air photography  64/15

Air Photography for Archaeologists, (Professional Paper No. 12)  20/3

Air photography at OS from 1919-1991  36/35

Air Survey and Archaeology, (Professional Paper No. 7)  20/3

Airfields, depiction on one-inch Seventh Series  46/24, 47/66
- depiction/naming on OS maps 54/53
- on quarter-inch maps in WW2  68/15
- land use and the OS 59/2-5
- on Landranger maps 52/3

Airy’s 1830 ellipsoid  57/27

Alan Godfrey Maps – see ‘Godfrey edition’

Aldershot 4" map  7/2

Aldershot Command, 1931  63/59

Aldershot Command, Experimental 1:50,000 map, 1933  19/1

Aldershot Command, one-inch military maps  17/16, 33/21

Aldershot North, one-inch district map  8/19, 11/10, 32/53

Aldershot South, one-inch district map  8/19

Aldershot, map on rubber  8/14, 32/3

‘All about maps’ Manchester University cataloguing project  22/18

All-weather map of England and Wales  40/43

Alphabets, printed  5/12

Amendments on maps, manual  42/58, 43/58

American road maps, Art of  47/56

Angels and pins  58/39

Anquet Maps  65/55

Ansell fold  18/3

Antiquities, depiction of  6/12, 33/46, 33/47
- reviewed  57/32

Archaeological and historical maps  20/2-8, 21/6-15, 24/14, 27/20, 64/55
- mapping  22/9
- terminology on maps, changes to  57/32
Archeology and the Ordnance Survey  8/17, 68/11
   - on maps, seminar 1991  31/27
   - Branch, RCHM, visit to, 1985  13/19
Arden-Close, Col Richard F, obituary  44/2, 46/2
Arden-Close, Col. Sir Charles Frederick  2/3, 10/3, 12, 15/15, 18/20, 19/19, 20/13, 32/18, 34/1-7, 44/51, 64/15
   - fiftieth anniversary of death  65/43-51
Area numbers on large scale plans  33/53
Armcarns, uses and limitations of  31/7
Army maps, the OS contribution  7/2
Arnhem, Battle of, maps  41/4, 42/4
Artillery squares  10/2
Artillery training maps of the United Kingdom  10/2-8, 11/12-14
   - List of 1:20,000 series (GSGS 2748)  11/13
Artists of the OS  6/2-7, 14/20, 19/7, 33/14
   - see also ‘Martin, Ellis’
Arundel, stereoscopic contouring around  2/6
Ashby, Joseph  47/5
Assistance to researchers  56/4
Atlas of England and Wales, Quarter-inch  1/2
Atlas of Scotland, Quarter-inch  1/4
Atlas, interactive  48/66
   - National  26/26
Atlases, updatedness  32/4, 33/38
Audit of historical use made of OS mapping  41/7-21
Authentic Map Directories  68/50
Automated map production  30/33
Aviation maps  23/5-18, 24/22
Aviation maps, military  7/4
A-Z Visitors’ map of Lake District  62/72

B
Battle of the Scales  31/59, 34/38
Board of Health 1:528 town plans in Warwickshire, 1848-1854  10/16
Bacon, G W  47/9, 49/27
Bag’s Tree and yet another  60/47
Bagshot Heath map 1792, the first OS map?  46/17, 49/44
Baker, Charles  32/17
Baker Committee  66/13
Balmoral, six-inch maps of  2/6, 31/19
Barnsley and District special sheet, Popular Edition  32/36
Bartholomew and Son, John  5/9, 7/2, 9/7, 37/17, 47/10, 49/27
   - OS map printing, sheet 315 Southampton, 1897  48/80
   - engravers  49/27
   - National 1:100,000 series  47/18
   - half-inch maps, early  9/15, 47/12, 56/22-26, 61/30
   - one-inch maps  63/56, 64/52
   - quarter-inch map of Ireland, use as GSGS 4142  68/15
   - River Thames, chequered history of  49/27
   - map for Scottish Mountaineering Club based on OS six-inch map  38/58
Base line, General Roy’s 39/48
- - Second 39/49, 40/4
- Hounslow Heath 38/5, 39/48, 40/3, 50/46, 62/46
- - method of measuring, in French 33/50, 34/26
- Lossmemouth 62/52
- Lough Foyle 62/51
- Misterton Carr 62/46
- Rhuddlan Marsh 62/50
- Ridgeway 62/54
- Romney Marsh 39/49, 62/48
- Ruckinge, north end of 1786 base line 62/3
- Salisbury Plain 62/48
- Sedgemoor 62/50
- Stathern, Leicestershire 63/59
Base lines, principle 67/22
Bases of the OS, list and history of each 62/45-56, 63/59, 64/34
Bath City, map 4/14
Bathy-Orthographical Map of the Clyde Basin 18/10
Bednall, David, obituary 58/2
Belfast, special six-inch map 46/33
- - Third Edition small sheet 36 17/18
Belgium, national mapping development 47/37, 52
Belhevie Sands base line 62/51
Bell, Michael, obituary 65/4
Bench marks 7/15, 28/18, 67/23, 48, 68/50, 51
Bender fold 32/54, 33/54, 34/38, 35/34, 45, 36/52, 38/7
Ben Macdhui and Cairngorm, height of, 54/6
Berkhamstead, training map 10/6
Bibliography, proposed OS 50/56
Bideford: a suitable case for treatment? 56/5-12
Birmingham, half-inch Second Series map 8/19, 16/12
- - one-inch, sixth series, sheet 131 manuscript drawing 67/15
Birmingham & Wolverhampton, Landranger, sheet 139 52/14, 53/51, 64/31
Birmingham, 30 miles around, Stanford and Mann map 60/42
Black Letter Prayer Book, production by OS 66/50
Black outline district maps, roads coloured, list 11/16
Blackpool, conference map 18/12
Blackpool party conference 68/56
Blakemore, Michael J 33/5
Blandford, one-inch military map 33/21, 33/30
Blank areas, boring maps and, many suggestions 61/37
Blind stamps 22/4, 39/2
Board of Agriculture Committee on the condition of the OS – see ‘Dorington Committee’
Boating, using Explorers for 60/47
Boer War mapping 41/26, 42/38
Bogs, symbol for 49/28
Bolton and Bury and District special sheet, Popular Edition 8/19, 32/36
Bomb-dumps, named 33/52
Bonne’s Projection 25/3
Bordon, one-inch military map 33/30
Boring maps 60/5, 62/78, 62/79
- and blank areas, many suggestions 61/37
Bottles, interesting use for 33/48
Boundaries on OS maps 22/2, 23/24, 31/55, 33/48, 47/3, 45
Boundary archive 24/24
- colour codes 5/13
- markers 64/54, 65/31, 67/59
Bovington Camp, training map 10/5, 8
Bradford Library collection 3/6
Bridges’ Patent Map Mounting 17/17, 18/16
Bristol, conference map 18/12
Britain before the Norman Conquest, map 20/5
Britain in the Dark Ages, map 20/4
British Association Glasgow meeting 1928, quarter-inch map for 9/7, 18/12
British Cartographic Society symposia, Exeter, 1983 8/12
- Nottingham, 1988 23/23
British Cartographic Society with Alan Godfrey Maps: annual Godfrey Award for librarians for Use, appreciation and understanding of maps 40/2, 41/3, 44/5
British Geological Survey 64/3
British Isles aeronautical series 4/4, 23/7
British Isles, extremities of, latitude and longitude 36/32
- number of 29/2
British Library, acquisition of OS manuals 21/23
- list 24/24
- Catalogue of cartographic materials 25/15
- exhibition: Lie of the Land: the secret life of maps 61/7
- What use is a map? 24/23
- map catalogue on CD-ROM 46/4, 58/29-37
- OS Drawings 28/16, 33/53
- pressmarks for 33/53
- transfer of Sir William Petty’s papers and Down survey maps 36/48
British System Grid – see ‘grids, British System’
The Broads, 1:50,000 tourist map 10/18
Brown’s Folly, Monkton Farleigh, Wiltshire (ST 794650) 56/38
Burghope and Strange, map retailers 39/38, 40/46
Buying and selling maps 29/10-16, 52/62
- dealers’ catalogues 32/33
- dealers in second-hand OS maps (see also list in annual CCS Almanack) 61/4
- second-hand booksellers annual listing 32/4
Byways open to all traffic, symbol for 56/37

C
C-Roads 58/47
- in County Durham 61/27
- on Harris 60/50
- on signposts and maps 59/40-44, 60/19
Cairngorm and Ben Macdhui, Height of 54/6
Cairns, royal names on maps 64/25
Caithness base line 62/55
Cakes, illustrated 31/24, 31/32
Cambridge, Baker’s 1830 map of, facsimile 53/55
  - conference maps 18/12
  - Heffers publication of OS map 41/30
Cambridgeshire maps, Elizabeth I to Elizabeth II 67/41
Campbell, Eila, memorial lecture 45/2
  - obituary 41/2, 45/1
Camping grounds, manoeuvre maps of 57/44, 58/46
Canal and railway tunnels, naming on maps 60/34
Canal tunnels 61/35
Cannock Chase AONB map, Staffordshire CC 44/65
Canterbury, half-inch map 16/7, 17/13
Cape Rood measure 41/28, 42/38
Captain Mudge’s map 60/6
Cartobibliography, creating the 1:25,000 65/7-15
  - Northern Ireland 27/22
  - Old Series 26/9, 35/34, 38/22
  - one-inch map of Ireland, in colour, 1901-1956 63/12-38
  - Scotland 27/22
  - WWII one-inch mapping for civilian use, England and Wales 59/30
  - WWII one-inch mapping for civilian use, Scotland 59/26
Cartographic concepts 40/4, 41/5
  - discoveries and treasures 29/27, 31/5, 54, 32/5, 34/33, 36/47, 49/14-24
  - combined sheet of Dublin, 1862 66/26
  - ignorance in geography 37/11
  - patronage and the Highland and Agriculture Society 38/55
Cartography of Celtic placenames 34/21
  - history of 33/5, 34/30
  - milestones in lithographed, since 1800 58/3
  - in the Territorial Army 26/23
Cartology, definition 66/48, 67/57
Carto-Net 20/14
Cary, John 47/19
Cassini, French triangulation 47/40
  - Grid, British and Modified British System 55/3-11
  - War Office on military maps 55/3, 32
  - La carte de Cassini, L’extraordinaire aventure de la carte de France 34/47
    - Projection 25/3
Catalogue of maps and other publications of the Ordnance Survey 1924 31/41
Catalogue cartes anciennes 36/41, 37/4
Catalogue, OS, 1861 15/1
  - OS, 1998 50/55
  - publication reports and other publications, list of 38/51
  - dealers’ 32/33
  - War Office 7/6
Cataloguing a collection 34/12, 40/27, 41/33, 42/37
Cataloguing project: ‘All about maps’, Manchester University 22/18
Catterick, one-inch military map 17/16, 33/21, 30
Cauk 57/20, 58/48, 59/59
CD-ROM, British Library map catalogue on 46/4, 58/29-37
  - County series mapping on 50/10
  - maps of Cheshire 63/50
Celtic placenames 34/21
Censorship on OS maps – see ‘security deletions’
Central Chilterns, special sheet, Popular Edition 28/18, 32/37
Centre of London 50/57, 51/45, 52/57, 53/16, 54/55, 58/16
Centre tree, The, whereabouts? 53/12, 54/54, 55/39
Centres of countries 52/55, 53/15
- of England and Wales 36/30, 37/4
Chain survey 67/26
Change of leadership at Ordnance Survey 56/3
Changing landscape, Recording our 42/54
- Critical commentary 42/40
Channel Islands mapping 36/53, 37/33, 39/41
- 1:50,000 mapping of 20/23, 31/43, 33/54
Channel Tunnel 51/2
Characteristic sheet, quarter-inch 5/17
Charles Close Society 8/9
- Archive 20/21, 26/8, 29/26, 53/2, 65/9, 67/10-17
- BBC reference to 68/3
- Chairman’s Report, January 2000 57/1
- - 2001 60/2
- constitution 10/11
- foundation 31/2
- future 51/31
- Information and Research Sub-Committee 52/50, 56/4
- and Internet 46/51
- - ordnancemaps discussion group 60/3, 61/34, 63/54, 64/47, 65/59, 66/48, 67/53, 68/53
- - World Wide Web pages 54/2
- membership questionnaire, analysis 38/44
- proper Charlies 62/81
- publications, personal reflections on what next 16/2
- - Where are we going? 8/9, 9/11, 21/18, 51/31
- register of research interests 42/5
- reports of meetings and visits:
- - Aberystwyth, National Library for Wales, 2003 68/6
- - Bath, 1994 39/37
- - - 1996 45/5
- - - 1997 49/47
- - Belton House, 2003 67/5
- - Bradford, 1982 3/6
- - Branston, 1994 41/35
- - - 1995 42/57, 43/53, 44/57
- - - 1996 45/4, 46/14, 47/53
- - - 1997 49/30
- - Bristol, 1991 31/21
- - British Library, 1997 48/40
- - Cambridge, CCS Archives, 2003 68/4
- - Chatham, 1992 34/21
- - Chester, Rights of Way Unit, 2003 67/3
- - Congleton, 1995 44/56
- - Derby, 1998 52/3
Charles Close Society, reports of meetings and visits, cont.

- - Edinburgh, 1981 2/5
- - - 1982, 5/14
- - - 1983, 8/13
- - - 1985 14/16
- - - 1986 17/11
- - - 1987 20/14
- - - 1988 23/18
- - - 1989 26/25
- - - 1990 29/4
- - - 1993 37/11
- - National Library of Scotland, 2003 67/7
- - - Royal Scottish Geographical Society, 2003 67/8
- - - University Library, 2003 67/9
- - Greenford, 1992 35/32
- - Hendon, 1996 46/15
- - Hermitage (Royal School of Military Survey), 1997 49/30
- - Kent to celebrate Mudge’s map, 2002 62/3
- - Kerry, 1991 30/22
- - Kew (Public Record Office), 1983 9/12
- - - 1990 29/36
- - - 2001 61/5
- - Keyworth (British Geological Society) 2002 65/3
- - Lake District, 1993 38/27
- - - 1994 41/36
- - - 1995 44/58
- - - Leadgate, Co Durham, (Alan Godfrey), 2002 64/4
- - - Leicester, 1984 10/13
- - - London, 1981 (Norwood) 3/5
- - - 1982 6/8
- - - 1984 (AGM) 10/12
- - - 1986 16/6
- - - 1987 18/14, 19/16
- - - 1988 21/16, 22/8, 22/9
- - - 1989 25/12, 26/26
- - - 1990 31/31
- - - 1992 33/53, 34/22
- - - 1993 35/29
- - - 1995 43/53
- - - 1996 46/13
- - - London Transport Museum, Acton, Nov 2000 59/6
- - - Lympne Castle, 1989 25/12
- - - Maidstone, 1993, (Whatman’s Paper Mill) 37/26
- - - Manchester, 1985 14/14
- - - 1992 35/31
- - - Norwood, 1981 3/5
- - - Nuneaton, 1995 43/3
- - - 1997 49/32
- - - Railtrack Archive, Waterloo Station 58/5
- - - Shap, 1996 47/51
- - - Sheffield, 1983 8/10
Charles Close Society, reports of meetings and visits, cont.

- Southampton, 1982 5/14
- - - 1985, (RCHM Archaeology Branch) 13/19
- - - 1989 26/21
- - - 1994 40/35, 41/36
- - - 1996 47/50
- - - 1998 54/3
- - - 2000 58/6
- - - 2001, OS in transition 63/3
- - - 2003 68/12
- Stratford on Avon, 1992 33/53
- Taunton, Hydrographic Office, 1995 44/57
- - - 2003 67/5
- Tewin, 1984 9/14
- Tolworth, Defence Geographic Centre, 2001 62/4
- Uppingham, 1986 15/8
- - 1993 36/47
- York, 1993 38/28
- 21 Glorious Years 61/1

Cheetham, Geoffrey 36/9

Chelemsford method of graphic resurvey 64/20, 65/60

Chelemsford, training map, 1:20,000 10/4

Cheshire, definitive map of public rights of way 67/3
- Family History Society 63/50
- maps of, on CD 63/50

Christmas cards, Ordnance Survey 2/1, 5/1, 6/5, 8/1, 17/1

Churches and chapels depiction on maps 12/10
- and places of worship on Explorer maps 67/53

Circular landscape features 31/46, 32/4, 33/50, 34/29

City in maps, urban mapping to 1900, exhibition 16/15

Civilian use of small scale mapping during WW2 48/45-57

Civilian use, one-inch maps produced during WW2 59/17-38

Cleaning, restoration and preservation of maps 40/25, 44/56, 67/44, 68/57
- aids for 63/54

Clondermot, parish of, Irish OS memoir of 3/9

Close, Charles Frederick – see ‘Arden-Close, Col. Sir Charles Frederick’

Clough, Brigadier A B 24/1

Coast, mapping of the 36/40, 45/9-27, 46/3

Coastal zone mapping 36/50, 37/21, 40/5

Coded imprints, notes on the ‘1941’ style 5/9, 12, 9/18, 49/41

Colby, Maj.-Gen. Thomas F 33/36, 37/11, 29-32, 38/35

Colchester, training map 10/6, 11/13
- one-inch military map 33/21, 31

Coleman, Alice, Professor, (Land Utilisation Survey) 33/40

Collecting maps 48/80, 52/25-29, 64/42, 44
- analysis of the collector 67/38
- cataloguing a collection 34/12, 40/27, 41/33, 42/37
- - a computer data base 64/28
- a collector discovers why he is one 68/44
- forty years on 58/40
- index diagrams for 41/33, 42/37
collecting maps, cont.

- looking for GSGS 3907, sheet 33, a saga 31/10
- and OS related ‘things’ 65/56
- a personal collection 49/33

Collections, maps and charts, in crisis: change or decay? 29/4
- and their use: what do we want of them? 29/5
- local, uses and abuses 29/5

Collieries, depiction of 33/52
Colour tabs 35/38, 36/48, 37/39
Colouring of OS plans 1/6, 4/7, 5/13
Colour-printing, early OS 2/5, 12/8, 29/27, 58/46
- experiment 1916 32/6

Colours on post foot and mouth maps 62/60
Columbus quincentenary 33/5
Combined map series since 1868 47/8, 48/80, 49/27
Combined sheets, one-inch New Series 5/5
Commercially produced maps 47/8
Commission of Military Enquiry, 1811 1/5
Computer based comparison of map information 57/33
Computer data base for collection records 64/28
Computerised mapping for schools 49/7

Concise guide for historians, OS maps 37/7, 42/9
Concealment of information – see ‘security deletions’
Conference maps, OS, to 1939 18/9-14, 19/17, 20/21
Confession Time: note on rear cover of 1" Fifth Edition 61/6
Confusion by map: how to get lost 64/39
Construction lines on Surveyors' Drawings 51/35-45
Contoured Map of the Thames Basin 31/15, 18
Contouring, stereoscopic 2/6

Contours, illuminated or shaded 2/6, 3/10, 4/7, 31/14, 36
- metication of: effect on depiction of Munros and Corbetts 68/33
- underwater 2/6

Control of Maps Order 1940 60/47
Conventional signs, in Franglais 59/52
- one-inch New Series 9/10, 12/9, 35/10-13
- Scotland Popular 49/12
- quarter-inch map 3/11
- specific, church tower or spire 23/27
- cycle route 45/44, 56/37
- emergency telephone 50/57
- for supermarkets 37/2
- place of worship, change in meaning 42/27

Co-ordinate systems in Great Britain, a guide to 57/27
Copyright, map use out of 21/1
Corbetts and contour metication 68/33
Cork, one-inch district map 11/5
Cornish Explorers, railways on 58/28
Cornwall, large scale National Grid mapping 49/25
Coronation Motoring Map of E & W, Souvenir 39/47, 40/43
Correcting errors on maps 53/49
Cotswold Hunt, one-inch district map 11/16, 21/2
Cotswold method of surveying: a personal recollection 62/57, 64/20
*Cotswold*, tourist map 10/18
*Cotswold Way*, illustrated map 47/56
Countryside Act 1968 57/30
Countryside Agency 61/7
Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 60/9, 61/7, 64/7, 67/4
Counties, detached areas of 64/48, 65/31, 67/48
County of London, map, 1926 (GSGS 3786, 3786A) 55/4
County boundaries, abolition 64/47, 65/63
- map of true and published positions 26/18, 27/6
- Monmouth and Brecknock 10/22
- origins 27/3
County series mapping on CD-ROM 50/10
- six-inch and 1:2500 maps, revision 45/47
- Object Names Books 27/23
Covers and cover designs 2/5, 4/6, 6/2, 7/9, 8/14, 18, 11/16, 12/2, 13, 13/7, 21, 14/20, 24/25, 28/22, 31 supp/19, 32/5, 53, 33/47, 34/32, 35/44, 38/14, 40/3, 42/58, 43/58, 45/44, 46/22, 48/4, 49/12, 50/33, 50/51, 50/57, 63/10
- Bender fold 32/54, 33/54, 35/45, 38/7
- - listing 32/57
- Bicentenary 34/8, 35/34
- canal on Landranger 161 37/34
- cleaning, a warning 30/25
- district, tourist and miscellaneous, 1898-1939 19/4-12
- Edward VIII cypher on 64/27, 66/42
- Fifth Edition 3/3
- folded size 51/21, 52/60
- glossary of terms, (and maps) 18/2-9
- half-inch map, 1918-42 33/14-20
- integral 14/20, 41/53, 43/58, 44/61, 45/44, 46/48, 64/27
- Irish, of around 1918 34/39
- The Middle Thames 37/33
- New Popular 42/59, 45/37
- - a similar picture 65/63
- - Frome, cover maps coverage 48/4
- new wine in old skins, old maps to make new covers 16/15
- non-OS 36/39, 39/38, 40/46, 41/31
- Peak District, touring map 56/1
- plain 58/48, 59/54
- Scottish islands, manoeuvrability on cover maps 50/33
- Scottish Popular 23/26, 24/25, 28/22, 30/24, 44/20, 49/12
- Seventh Series 13/7-10, 35/46, 63/43-47, 65/17
- unusual 23/26
- when reduced means larger 49/42, 52/61
- Wolverhampton, part of the map title 52/12, 53/50
- wrong 35/44, 36/45, 45/46, 49/30, 41, 50/2, 51
- 1:25,000 Explorer Series: painting covers 49/46, 50/57, 53/49
- 1:50,000 14/20, 35/46, 41/53, 42/58, 43/58, 44/61, 45/44, 47/48
- 1:50,000, wrong picture titles 56/38
- see also ‘Martin, Ellis’ and ‘artists of the OS’
Crash investigations, use of maps 34/16-19
Crawford, O G S  8/17, 20/2, 22/10, 32/18, 42/39
Crook, Henry 1853-1935  33/12
Cromarty, county of, its fragmented nature  29/31, 30/31
Crook, Col Henry Tipping  28/18, 29/28, 33/12
Cruchley’s Reduced Ordnance Map  47/19, 64/40
Cuillin Hills, map  21/2, 38/58, 40/43, 41/52, 42/58
Cumbria, post foot and mouth footpath maps  62/60
   -  Tourist Board: Cumbria The Lake District Touring Map  62/68
Cupar, (eleven maps, complete), 1894, 1:500 reduced to 1:1667  61/22
Curiosities and Antiquities, Natural  37/14
Curved bicycle level for assessing gradients  3/6
Cycle route symbols  45/44, 56/37
   -  tourist, maps for the  51/14, 53/39, 47, 48
   -  Users Group  54/6
Cyclical revision of rural and moorland map data  57/7
Cycling map  53/47, 54/5, 64/36
Cyprus, maps of  4/3

D

Daily Universal Register, 5 December, 1785, extract  10/22
Dartford and Sittingbourne, one-inch military map  33/33
Dartmoor, one-inch military map  33/22, 33/31
   - Outdoor Leisure map  10/18, 47/6
   - tourist map  11/10
Dartmoor, South, Harvey’s mountain map  47/6
Database for exchanging maps  61/5
Dating OS maps  22/4, 39/2, 45/28, 46/3 50/11-31
David & Charles, Messrs  33/1
Davidson Committee  43/37, 67/26
Dawson, Robert Kearsley  6/9, 9/14
De la Beche, Henry  15/9
Definitive maps  64/7
Delamere Forest trig station  25/4, 65/62
Denny Island, on New Series sheet 264  27/26
Departmental Committee on the sale of small scale maps, 1914  13/5
Derbyshire Libraries and Heritage  63/2
Descriptions of OS small scale maps  1/2, 2/10, 4/4, 5/18, 7/12, 9/17, 49/30
Descriptions of OS medium scale maps  35/44
Descriptions of OS large scale maps  35/44
Design and content changes on one-inch mapping of Britain, 1870-1914  62/6
Digital data for education  46/8
   - for legal deposit libraries  57/6
Digital mapping  22/8, 28/17, 30/33, 34, 34/31, 35/2, 29, 41, 38/49, 40/5, 41/5, 44/7, 8, 46/8, 47/3, 48/66, 50/10
   - acquisition for academic library  38/56
   - list of availability, 1991  39/39
Digitisation of large scale maps  63/1
Digitised historical mapping  41/13, 42/41, 58/3
Direct mailing, 1901  37/24
Directorate of Overseas Survey  48/68, 52/60, 53/12
Directors General with similar placenames, list  34/26, 35/42
Disappearing names from maps 52/59
Discoveries and Explorers, new OS maps from Ireland and Britain 40/17
Discovering Lost Ways project 64/7
Dissected maps 38/10, 40/44
Distorting mirror of history 62/58
District, special and tourist maps 3/8, 6/10, 10/18, 21, 12/2-6, 13, 13/23, 27/18, 28/16, 32/36, 53
see also map titles listed individually and under appropriate scale
- anomalies 1919-40 11/9-11
- first Benderfold: New Forest 32/54
- black outline with roads coloured 11/15, 12/13, 42/56
- - list 11/16
- covers, 1898-1939 19/4
- Dunn and Wilson library edition 36/49, 41/31
- Fifth Edition 4/12
- first, 1857-1898 33/45
- first issued 1913-38, an introduction 12/2, 13/23
- index inserts 1897-1903 42/21-27
- Ireland 11/5, 43/5
- Lake District four colour printing 13/23
- - cover and sheep 44/67
- one-inch New Series Third Edition 5/5, 10/21
- withdrawal 28/16
Dobbie, Brian, obituary 65/4
Dolgellau and surrounding area, Landranger map 124 44/52, 56/4
Dorling Committee, 1892 13/2, 4, 33/12, 66/13
- on the sale of OS maps, 1896 13/2
Dorset, place-name gazetteer of 30/32
Double sided maps: reuse of German OS enlargements 57/47
Drawing, manuscript, New Popular sheet 131 Birmingham 67/15
- practices 1/6, 6/8, 15, 36/28
- redrawing 68/8
Drawings, Surveyors’, 1789-1840 27/22
- - construction lines 51/35
Drummond, Thomas 38/35
Du Noyer, George Victor 35/15-26, 50/35
Dual format, answer for uncluttered maps 53/42
Dublin, combined sheet, 1862 66/26
- one-inch district map 11/5
Dublin, the Castle Sheet, 1843, 1:1056 reduced to 1:1760 61/21
Dungeness Old Lighthouse OS marker 62/4
Dunn and Wilson library edition maps 36/49, 41/31
Dunnose meridian 33/21
Durrington, training map 10/8
Dutch experimental 1:75,000 cycle map 53/47

E

East Anglia, 1:25,344 (2½") military map of 7/3, 10/7, 27/24, 36/2, 37/33, 38/11
East Kent, one-inch military map 33/31
- Second War Revision, sheet 117A 54/45-47
Eastern Counties – see ‘East Anglia’
Eccles, missing from Explorer sheet 277, Edition A 63/54
Eclipses 55/1
Edge, Major-General Joe, obituary 57/5
Edgeworth, William 37/29-32
Edinburgh, conference map 18/12
Edinburgh Castle (sheet 35), 1877, 1:1056 reduced to 1:1836 61/22
Edition codes 22/4-7, 24/23
Edition numbering 4/7, 5/3, 9/2
Education Consultative Committee, RGS/OS 35/28, 38/46, 39/3, 49/4, 50/8, 52/44
Educational maps and extracts 21/2, 31/53, 35/41, 41/56, 42/58
Egan, Dr Harold 4/6, 10/11
Egyptian lettering on maps 5/12
Elgar, Sir Edward 28/14, 29/29
Elizabeth II, H.M. Queen 31/19
Ell Barrow, training map 11/13
Emarginate maps, distinguishing between one-inch New Series and Third edition 62/76, 65/19-30
Embossed printing dates 50/19
England and Wales, cartobibliography of WWII one-inch mapping for civilian use 59/30
- centre of 36/30
- extremities of, latitude and longitude 36/32
England and Wales, quarter-inch Atlas of 1/2
English Lakes, Outdoor Leisure map 3/8
English Maps: a history 59/49
English Place Name Society 10/21, 21/6
Engraved maps with hills, one-inch, double printing 44/11-20
Engravers, one-inch hill 67/24
- at Tower of London, chronology 68/43
Enniskillen and Strabane (five maps, 1907, one map, 1925) 1:2500, enlarged to 1:1056, reduced to 1:2640 61/22
Ephemera (see also ‘leaflets’) 13/1-6, 15/1, 16/14, 37/24, 38/51
- new 57/41
Errors, correcting 53/49
ERTF89 48/79, 49/10, 57/28
Estate Publications, Lake District, Leisure Map 62/70
European Terrestrial Reference System 1989 57/28
Everest, George (India Survey) 26/3
Everest postmark 35/7
Exeter, OS 1:500 plans of, review of article 9/9
Exhibition, The City in Maps 16/15
- I’d like a map 10/19
- Lie of the Land, secret life of maps 61/7
- Mapping the Landscape 28/8
- Railway maps 16/15
- Togail Tir: Marking Time 26/27, 29/6
- What use is a map? 24/23
Exmoor, Tourist map 11/10, 35/44
Explorer maps – see ‘map series, 1:25,000’
Exploring the Great Outdoors starts here 63/57, 63/68
F
Facsimiles of six-inch Second Edition sheets London III NW and SW 4/6
Faden, William, Bagshot Heath 46/17
- half-inch map 9/14
Fairbanks Collection 8/11
Family History Society of Cheshire 63/50
Farnborough, one-inch military map of 33/21, 31
Farquharson, John, Lt-Col 66/13
Fictional 1: 50,000 map 59/45
Fictitious maps 19/14, 20/17, 21/23
- in Seventh Series style 61/15
Field Bulletin extracts 53/52
Field documents 64/24, 65/60
Field survey on Western Front in WW1 38/57
First map in my collection 58/42
First National Grid map? 55/31
First OS map, the? 46/17-19, 49/44
Flat maps 31/7, 32/54
Folding of maps 18/2, 51/21, 52/60
Foot and mouth, Cumbrian footpath maps post 62/60
Foot stick, what is it? 63/55, 64/52
Footpath guides, St Helen’s Press 53/53, 54/57
Footpath maps 21/3
Footpaths on half-inch maps 42/59, 48/64
Fords on maps 66/49
Forth, Clyde and Tay Roman Period 46/46
Four colour printing 13/23, 43/46
France, national mapping, 250 years 47/39-45, 52
Freeman, Prof. T W 10/12, 15/15
Friel, Brian, Translations 33/10, 37/2, 45/36
Frogs 42/9
From Russia with love, annotated one-inch map 60/45

G
Gall & Inglis 47/19, 49/27
Galloway, Mapping: an exhibition review 61/13
Garages, appearance and demise on the OS one-inch map 60/36-39
Gas works, depiction 33/48
Gazetteer, creating for a single OS map 60/20
- interactive 48/66
- on-line 62/5
- OS 17/19, 18/17
- Pathfinder 29/5
- 1:50,000 Landranger series, third edition 38/54
Genealogy, use of maps in 10/13
Genealogical material in Ordnance Survey records 22/13
‘General Roy’, public house 35/37
Geographers’ biobibliographical studies, vol. 9, Sir Charles Arden-Close 10/12, 15/15
Geographia 47/23
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 37/11, 40/34, 42/55
Geographical Section, General Staff: 7/2, 10/2, 11/12, 20/9, 23/7, 23/11, 23/14, 23/19, 24/22, 27/24
see also ‘military edition maps by GSGS number’

Geological Map of the Thames Basin 31/16
Geological Survey advert: index of colours used on North Staffs coalfield six-inch map 52/64
- conference maps 18/12
- first map 64/3
- Ireland, 150 years of 51/55
- and early quarter-inch maps 15/94

George Fordham Award 56/2

German mapping 47/51
- maps of UK: use of unused ‘liberated’ maps 42/29, 57/47
- maps of England of WW2 and associated publications 68/26-31

Gibbet hills on OS maps 65/61, 66/53, 67/56
Gillard, Norman, obituary 34/15
Ginty, William 33/9
Glasgow, British Association Meeting 1928, conference maps for 9/7, 18/12

Global Positioning System (GPS) 57/27
- development of 40/4
- explanation of use 63/5
- network 31/55, 46/11
- versus Landranger map references 64/32

Godfrey Award for use, appreciation and understanding of maps for librarians 40/2, 41/3, 44/5
Godfrey Edition, general review 2/7, 10/20, 14/14, 17/9, 22/3, 24/2, 25/7, 42/49
- Isle of Portland 1:2500 sheets, facsimile, review 33/45
- one millionth map 49/2

Godstone, Rural District of, map 46/48

Gordon’s tree, near Khartoum 61/36
GPS – see ‘global positioning system’

Gradients, assessment of using curved bicycle level 3/6

Graphic resurvey, Chelmsford method 65/60

GNR Society Line Files, vol. 1, using 1:2500 mapping 32/48

Greater London, half-inch Second Series map 16/12, 17/14

Green Book 52/31

Green lanes 48/80

Greenwich Meridian 34/47, 40/7-16

Grid References, rounding up or down? 63/54, 64/49
- accuracy of using 39/50, 44/46
- and mobile phones 65/59

Grids 14/17, 20/9, 33/21, 33/28, 46/46
- British System 20/9, 33/21, 43/30
- application to RAF maps 55/10
- modified 43/33
- Cassini, British and Modified British 55/3-11
- referencing 54/54
- Transverse Mercator 43/37
- on 100,000 maps 60/14
- Yard, various scale maps 3/4, 43/36, 55/32
- on Scotland in Roman times 46/47

Grimsby, Lincolnshire 2/9, 27/17, 31/10

GSGS – see ‘Geographical Section, General Staff’ and ‘military edition maps by GSGS number’

Guernsey three-inch map 10/21
Guidepost  58/27, 61/39, 62/78
Guildford, Third Edition LSS, sheet 125  66/3
Gwybodaeth Dechnegol  56/4

H
HMV  28/14, 29/29
Hadcock, R N  20/5
Hadrian’s Wall, 1:31,680 and 1:50,000 map  28/12, 29/28
‘Half-inch’ maps – see ‘map series, 1:126,720’
‘Half-million’ maps, – see ‘map series, 1:500,000’
Hall, Lt-Col L A  33/37
Hampshire, introduction to printed maps of  36/35
Hand-colouring of OS plans  1/16, 4/7, 5/13
Hardy’s Wessex, Heart of, map  33/50, 34/30
Hardynyms  33/50
Harley, J B 32/1, 33/53, 34/30
   - obituary  33/1-8
   - research fellowships in history of cartography  37/23
Hawkins’ Descriptive Guide to Newbury and Neighbourhood with one-inch map  57/42
Headline, gratuitously sensational  33/47
Hebden Bridge (1:2500 Yorkshire West Riding CCXXX.1) reproduction  48/67
Heffers of Cambridge, a new map publisher  41/30
Height of Ben Macdhui and Cairngorm  54/6
Hendon Central, as depicted on maps  32/34
‘Heritage Maps’ 1:2500 scale  48/66
Hidden signatures on maps?  63/55
Hill walking with the Explorer series  66/3842
Hilsea, training map  10/4
Historic parishes of England & Wales  61/31
Historical and archaeological maps  20/2, 21/6, 34/33
Historical data  41/7, 57/5
Historical mapping, digitised  41/13, 42/41, 58/3
Historical information, audit of types and use of  41/7-21
Holborn Viaduct station (depiction after closure)  54/20
Homeland Handbooks, OS maps in  44/48, 45/48, 46/50
Home, David Milne  34/46
Hong Kong mapping  36/50
Hope (Flintshire) railway stations  55/17
Hounslow Heath base line  38/5, 39/48, 40/3, 50/46 62/46
Hoy, E T  8/14
Huddersfield, special sheet Popular Edition  32/36
Hull Old Town (sheet 12, pt of 13), 1853, 1:1056 reduced to 1:1760  61/21
Hunt maps  11/16, 21/2, 22/19
Hydrographic Department, Taunton  35/47, 44/57
   - with OS, Coastal Zone series  36/50
Hydrographic Office bi-centenary  42/4

I
I’d like a map, exhibition  10/19
Ilkeston & District Local History Society reprint, Ilkeston (West)  49/37
Illuminated contours – *see* ‘contours’
Imaginary maps 62/80
Imperial War Museum 34/23
In defence of Mudge (and also myself) 63/48
Inaccurate maps 26/15, 28/9, 12, 29/28, 32/9, 32/34;
Index inserts, one-inch district maps, 1897-1903 42/21
Index sheets and indexes 2/9, 3/11, 24/25, 31/54, 46/11
- six-inch 49/22
India, British surveys in 26/3-8, 27/9
- official mapping 48/40
Indicoclature, uniform system of 64/4
‘Indoor Leisure’ maps 32/3
Industrial installations, depiction of 33/48, 33/52
Industry on 1:2500 County Series 47/49
Information and Research Committee, CCS 56/4
Information on maps, concealment of – *see* ‘security deletions’
- computer comparison 57/33
Insight Map, *Lake District Fleximap* 62/69
*Instructions to One-inch Field Revisers* 23/27
International Aeronautical Map 23/6, 23/14
International Federation of Surveyors Congress, map for 18/12
International Geographical Congress, map for 18/12
International Terrestrial Reference Frame 57/28
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, map for 18/12
Internet, CCS web pages 54/2
- discussion group: ‘ordnancemaps’ 60/3, 45, 61/34
- Geoscience Data Index (BGS website) 64/3
*Invergordon and Loch Ness*, Tourist map 11/9
Inverness Advertiser, 9 Aug 1864, extract 54/6
*Inverness*, Town Map 3/8, 4/14
Ireland – *see also* ‘Ordnance Survey of Ireland’
- British-produced one-inch mapping of, 1922-85 13/11, 34/37
- cartobibliography of the one-inch map, in colour, 1901-1956 63/12-38
- county origins 27/7, 30/16
- facsimile maps 26/28, 27/22
- GSGS 3917, notes on sheet lines of and other one-inch LSS 43/5
- GSGS 4338, first layered quarter-inch map of Ireland 68/13-22
- half-inch map 11/7, 28/16
- land-use mapping 33/42
- military mapping 46/29-32
- one-inch mapping of 13/11, 30/4, 30/10, 46/27
- *Paper landscape: the OS in nineteenth century* 7/2
- parish memoirs 3/9, 12/14
- Royal Engineers 37/10
- six-inch maps 13/21, 14/17
- more new 1:50,000 sheets 59/39
- recent maps (1999) 54/7-12
- 1:50,000 mapping 27/19, 28/10, 28/14, 30/23, 31/37, 34/50, 35/35, 36/37, 37/20, 40/17, 41/39, 42/50, 43/55, 44/50, 45/39
Irish borders, mapping of 59/39, 66/48
Irish Ordnance Surveys, 1:50,000 comparison 56/33
    - co-operation between 66/48
Island lost and found 27/26
Island of Skye, district map 10/21
Islands missing from Explorer maps 67/39, 68/54
Isle of Man, one-inch maps 2/5, 5/7, 12/7
Isle of Man, one-inch fourth edition, in brown paper covers 66/37
    - Public Rights of Way & Outdoor Leisure map 45/40
Isle of Portland, 1:2500 sheets Godfrey Edition facsimile 33/45
Isle of Wight, Tourist map 11/9
Isles of Scilly, 1:25,000 maps 3/8, 39/41

J
Jack, E M, Col 64/16
Jamaica, Montego Bay and Environs map 19/2
James, Sir Henry 15/1, 25/12, 28/11, 29/7
Jersey, States of, 1:25,000 map 6/10
Jervis, Thomas Best (India Survey) 26/5
Johnston, W & A K 47/25
Johnston, Col D A 13/4, 30/12
Jubilee Trees 58/47

K
Kain, R 64/2, 65/3
Key to maps 1/4
Killarney National Park, 1:25,000 map 32/52-3
Killarney, one-inch district map 11/5
Kilworth one-inch manoeuvre map 14/17
‘King Alfred’ map 32/6
King Kenneth’s Cairn (A.D.1003) Scottish one-inch Third Edition, sheet 47 64/25

L
Labels, stick-on – see ‘retitled maps’
Lake District, mapping 41/37, 62/64-74
    - Mayson’s Ordnance Survey model 35/26, 37/4, 38/26
    - one-inch district map 11/16
    - Outdoor Leisure map 3/8, 13/23
    - shaded contour sheets 2/6, 3/10
    - singleton tree at Mossdale marked on 1:25,000 maps 61/35
    - tourist map 11/10, 13/23, 44/67
    - Touring Map and Guide 25/14
    - West, one-inch district map 11/16
Lake District and Cumbria, Touring map review and comparison with competitors 62/64-74
Lambton, William (India Survey) 26/3
Lancashire, railways on six-inch sheets 85, 92-95, 102, 103, first edition 42/10-19
    - the OS in the 1840s in 8/2-8
Land parcels, numbers 33/53, 34/28, 41/6
    - use, for real 37/34
Land registration, compulsory 30/21
Land use map, new  61/10
   - airfields, and the OS  59/2-5
Land Utilisation Survey  19/12, 21/16, 23/2-5, 33/39-42, 34/29
   - diagram of published one-inch sheets  33/41
   - conference map  18/12
Land Valuation Plans  35/8
Land-Form PROFILE™  57/5
Land-line data  54/3
Land-Line® / Land-Line.Plus®  57/5
Landmark Information Group  45/3, 46/44, 57/6, 63/1
   - County Series mapping on CD-ROM  50/10
Landplan  63/6
Landranger – see ‘map series, 1:50,000’
Landranger questionnaire and possible 1:100,000 map content  59/10
Lands End & Lizard, Tourist map  11/9
Landscape, the future history of our, Royal Society seminar  35/29, 38/56, 41/6, 42/40, 43/59, 44/10
Large scale maps – see 1:500, 1:1250, 1:2500, and six-inch scales
Large scale maps, some aspects  27/16
   - collecting  48/80
   - digitisation  44/7, 63/1
   - revision  44/7
   - towns, old and new  27/24
Large Scale National Grid Index  46/39
Large scale mapping of Cornwall  49/25
Laser technology, map making revolution  18/17
Lawrence, Vanessa, Director General, OS  58/1
Leaflets  2/5, 4/13, 7/9-12, 8/18, 9/17, 12/13, 13/1, 22, 14/19, 15/1, 18/17, 25/8, 28/19, 36/52, 37/3
Leeds, half-inch conference map  18/12
   - Special Sheet, Popular Edition  11/9
Legal deposit libraries, digital data for  57/6
Lettering, earliest printed  5/12
   - Egyptian  5/12
   - Scottish Popular  67/11
Level crossings and sidings  55/30
Levelling  65/5
Library Association, McColvin Award  46/2
Lie of the Land: the secret life of maps, exhibition at the British Library  61/7
Literary references to OS maps  45/34, 53/11, 54/44
   - retracing the story on OS maps The Thirty Nine Steps,…  67/32
   - … and the Arthur Ransome stories  68/56
Lithographed cartography, milestones in  58/3
Lithographic stone acquisition by National Library of Scotland  43/1
Lithography and the one-inch Old Series  19/13
Liverpool, five-foot plans  2/9
Lloyd George ‘Doomsday’ survey, 1910  38/52
Local history, maps and  28/17
Loch Aber, parallel roads  46/52
Londinium, 1:2500 map  1/5, 10/18
London, Bank and the City (sheet 7.66), 1894, 1:1056 reduced to 1:1760 61/22
- booming (London and its Environs, 1857 and 1864 comparison) 45/29
- Central map 1/5, 4/14
- centre 50/57, 51/45, 52/57, 53/16, 54/55, 58/16
- conference maps 18/12
- County of, secret map of 1926, and its sequels 43/57, 55/4
- Greater, half-inch second series 16/12, 17/14
- Main Roads of, map 38/58, 39/46
- one-inch Fifth Edition district map 4/12
- street atlas, ABC 10/17, 12/14
- three-inch map of, and predecessors of 1926 43/48
- ‘towns’ in 37/2, 38/9, 39/2
- underground stations on Explorer series maps, errors 60/29
London Transport Museum, Acton 59/6
London’s Coast and Countryside, guidebook 48/65
Longman & Co 13/1
Lossiemouth base line 62/52
Lough Foyle base line 62/51
Luton Experiment 1:50,000 63/8

M
MacLeod, M N 64/17
Magnetic variation and the dating of maps 45/28, 46/3
Main Roads of London, map 38/58, 39/46
Manchester City Centre (sheet 28), 1849, 1:1056 reduced to 1:1760 61/21
Manchester Geographical Society 33/12
Manchester University map collections data base 2218
Manoeuvre maps 33/23, 57/44
Mansfield, Twenty Miles Round: Sanderson’s Map 63/2
Manterfield, John 3/11
Manual of map reading and field sketching 39/28
Manual of map reading and land navigation 64/48
Manual amendments and additions 42/58, 43/58
Manuscript drawing Birmingham, one-inch, sixth series, sheet 131 67/15
Manuscript plans 67/23
Map collector, The, back issues 6/4, 45/4, 49/2
Map cover art 30/20
Map data, historical 41/7, 57/5
Map design 40/38
Map directories, Authentic 68/50
Map extracts, OS, in books, etc. – see ‘maps in books’
Map information, computer based comparison of 57/33
Map interpretation, comparative, of rural landscape, The Mickleton Project 54/13
Map, largest and smallest area 17/16, 18/16
Map, largest in the world 34/29
Map Library, Trinity College, Dublin 19/17
Map making revolution, laser technology 18/17
Map making in the Tower of London 31/42
Map mounting 17/17, 18/2, 18/16
- on cloth and in sections, decline of 32/57
Map reading booklets 31/4, 32/2, 52/49

Map reading and field sketching, Manual of 39/28

Map references – see ‘grid references’

Mapmaster, data supply from OSDirect 63/4

Mapping, accuracy of 40/33, 41/56, 42/5, 46/51, 50/3, 51/52, 53/48

Mapping and Charting Establishment (MOD) 65/8

Mapping on CD-ROM 50/10

Mapping the coast 36/40, 45/9-27, 46/3

Mapping the landscape, exhibition 28/8

Mapping one-inch, produced for civilian use during the WW II 59/17

Mapping superseded, digital use 41/13

Maps, Army: the OS contribution 7/2-6
  - in books 44/48, 45/45, 48, 46/50, 50/40, 51/51, 52/48, 53/53, 56/5
  - buying and selling 29/10-16, 29/13, 52/62
  - cleaning, restoration and preservation 40/25, 44/56, 67/44-47, 68/57
  - coloured, military influence on 16/16-20
  - combination 32/5
  - on computers, Memory-Map 65/54
  - cost comparison 1914-2002 64/41
  - for the cycle-tourist 51/14, 53/45, 64/36
  - dating of 22/4, 39/2, 45/28, 46/3, 50/11
  - folding 18/2, 51/21, 52/60
  - for a Desert Island 64/47
  - for educational purposes 21/2, 31/53, 35/41, 41/56, 42/58
  - for navigation 53/51
  - free offer with Pascoes’ Dog Food 41/2
  - glossary of terms, (and covers) 18/2
  - as historical documents 36/37
  - and local history, seminar 28/17
  - manual amendments 41/56, 43/58
  - on packaging 45/38
  - recent, for the ordinary public – a critique 34/48, 35/47
  - repairs to – see ‘maps, cleaning, restoration and preservation’
  - in research in Somerset 32/9
  - special purpose 21/2-5
  - states, substates and versions 31/51
  - storing of 37/35, 40/26, 41/3
  - as wallpaper 68/53
  - without much on 49/33, 40

Margary, Harry 33/3
  - obituaries 53/3, 54/59

Maritime England, map 3/8

Martello Towers, marking on OS surveyors’ drawings, 1794 62/3

Martin, Ellis 2/1, 3/3, 4/6, 6/2, 7/9, 7/15, 8/14, 8/18, 20/4, 33/14-20. 67/18-21

MasterMap 63/4, 7, 64/9, 36

Maysun’s OS model of the Lake District 35/26, 37/4, 38/26, 38/4

McColvin Award, Library Association 46/2

McMaster, Peter, DGOS 12/14, 31/45

Medium scale mapping 48/56, 53/17

Meetings, Charles Close Society – see ‘Charles Close Society reports of meetings and visits’

Memory-Map 65/54
Mereing 22/2
Memorials 48/81
Meridian map collection, Explorer boxed set 58/4
Meridian of Butterton Hill, parallel to 38/15, 50/58
Meridian, Greenwich 34/47
Meridians 25/3-7, 26/15-20, 27/3-9, 30/16, 67/23
- military 33/21
Merrybent, a village named after a railway line 50/10
Messenger, Guy, obituary 38/1, 45/1
Methods and processes of the Ordnance Survey 10/18
Metrication of contours: effect on depiction of Munros and Corbetts 68/33
Michelin 47/29
Michelin maps of the British Isles 1914-c.1934 at the 1:200,000 scale 57/40
Mickleton Project, The, comparative map interpretation of rural landscape 54/13-19, 56/35
Middle Hill and The Talbots 56/36
Middle Thames, Tourist map 11/10
Middleham, training map 10/5
Middlesex, RE survey, 1934 10/1
Midlands group meetings, 17 May and 13 Sept 2002, report 62/1
Milestone Society 61/31
Military edition maps, 7/4, 20/9, 23/19, 24/26, 27/24, 52/17
- artillery squares 10/2
- artillery training maps of the United Kingdom 10/2-8, 11/12-14
- coloured maps, influence on 16/16-20
- Fifth edition challenge 20/10
- Ireland 46/29-32
- - sheet lines of 43/11
- manoeuvre, 1928 55/7
- manoeuvre, list 33/23
- miscellany 31/50
- one-inch, 1919-50 20/9-12, 49/20
- quarter-inch 23/11
- report of Committee on a military map of the United Kingdom, 1892 16/16
- Royal Air Force editions, 1920s 55/10
- sale to the public 7/6, 20/12
- sales of GSGS editions, 1942-45 48/49
- specials 1923-1940 33/21-34, 34/39, 35/34
- two-inch map of War Dept land, Salisbury Plain, 1899-1914 39/20-27
- UK 1900-13 45/33
- War Revision 1940 20/10
- - Second, 1940 20/11
Military edition maps by GSGS number
- 2364 39/31
- 2517 and 2526 39/28
- 2733 and 2738 39/31
- 2748 7/4, 36/4
- 3036 index 27/24, 36/3
- 3146 7/4
- 3573 Bovington Camp 10/5
- 3786, 3786A County of London map, 1926 43/57, 55/4
- 3906 7/4, 36/5
Military edition maps by GSGS number, cont.
- 3907, longest print run of a map? 63/59, 64/51
- 1940 War Revision 60/23
- Aldershot Command (Special Sheet) 63/59
- Second War Revision, sheet 105, layered 49/20
- sheet 33 31/10
- 3907 and 3908 20/9-12
- 3917, notes on sheet lines of and other one-inch LSS of Ireland 43/7-24
- list of, with GSGS 3943 43/16
- 3982 7/4
- 4136 43/15
- 4142 Bartholomew ¼" map of Ireland, use as 68/15
- 4338, (layered quarter-inch map of Ireland) 68/13-22
- 4620A, layered New Popular 49/20
- list of selected maps of Western Front 39/36
- misc. series 1999-2000 52/17-20
- numbers 63/54
Military establishments, depiction/naming on OS maps 54/53
Military / Ordnance Survey joint specification 1/5, 7/2, 10/2, 11/12
Military Survey and large scale mapping on the Western Front, 1914-18 18/14
Military Survey, School of, grant of title ‘Royal’ 49/1
- 250th anniversary of 48/83, 49/47
Military use of UK maps 45/32
Ministry of Transport Road Maps 62/79
Misterton Carr base line 62/46
Monastic Britain, map 20/4
Monmouth, ancient borough, establishing original boundary 68/23
Monnington, Rod, obituary 37/1
Munros and contour metrication 64/53, 68/33
Monumental tour of country around Perth (solution to Shap table top rally, October, 1996) 48/42
Moorland and rural map data, cyclic revision of 57/7
Moorland Map, The, Ivor Brown, The Observer, 13 Sept 1942 59/50
Motoring Atlas of Great Britain, OS 1985 12/12
- 1991 29/33
- 1995 45/27
Motoring Map of E & W, Souvenir Coronation 39/47, 40/43
Mountain panoramas, Alpine and Scottish 67/10
Mounting – see ‘map mounting’
Mourne Mountains, one-inch district map 13/14
Mudge, William 1/5, 1/7
- in defence of 63/48
- Account of Trigonometrical Survey 61/24-27
- Kent and Old series Essex, graduations on 63/48
- various states of 63/49
- map of Kent, visit to celebrate, 22 Sept, 2002 62/3
Municipal Corporations Act 1895 66/4, 8
Music and maps 37/10

Names, omission, re-instatement, deletions and mis-spelling 52/59, 53/48, 63/54, 64/54
National Archives, PRO, Topographical Survey and early OS maps at 68/35-43
National Atlas, meeting November, 1989  26/26
National Geoscience Records Centre  64/3
National Geospatial Data Framework (NGDF)  49/7
National GPS Network  57/29
National Grid  25/6
  - co-ordinate shift  48/79, 49/10
  - evolution of  43/25-46, 44/68 46/45
  - first map?  55/31
  - relation to other systems  40/4
National Interest Mapping Contract  44/9, 46/5
National Interest Services Agreement  49/9, 64/10
National Land information system  35/41
National Large Scale Index  46/39
National Library of Scotland, first map exhibition  10/19
  - The Hebrides Surveyed exhibition, 1990  29/6
  - lithographic stone, acquisition of  43/1
National Library for Wales / National Monuments Record for Wales  68/8
National Monuments Record for Scotland  20/16
National Park boundaries  67/53
National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act, 1949  57/30, 67/3
National Road Book, The, vol. I and vol. 2  63/58
National Surveys: 1:1250, an updated list  56/13, 62/24
National Topographic Database  44/6, 46/13, 49/8, 64/36
National topographic map series in Europe, list  53/26
National Trust, information on Explorer Series  50/36, 51/49, 54/52
Nature reserve, problems of mapping, Aberlady Bay  38/56
Navigation, using OS maps for  53/51
Neolithic Wessex, map  20/4
Netheravon, one-inch military map  33/32
Netherlands, topographic record of, 1800-1992  38/55
New Forest, half-inch district map  18/17
  - Leisure Guide  9/10
  - one-inch map  6/10
  - one-inch military map  33/22, 33/32
  - Outdoor Leisure map  9/10
New maps: new publications (OS, OSI, OSNI, Alan Godfrey) are listed in Sheetlines but not included in this index
New Romney, acoustic mirrors  62/4
New Zealand, official mapping of  34/46, 41/29
Newlyn, Ordnance Datum  57/27
Newspaper articles about the OS and maps  10/1, 22, 52/12, 63, 54/6
Nobbut Topper Hill  42/4
Nominative determinism  60/8, 64/55
Non-map printing from OS  39/2, 66/50
Norfolk Boards, tourist map  10/18
North Staffordshire, one-inch district map  33/60, 34/27
North Woolwich (OS for Board of Health), 1853, 1:528 reduced to 1:1056  61/23
North York Moors, one-inch tourist map  3/8
Northern Ireland  5/15, 13/11, 14/16, 30/10, 33/42, 49/21
Norwich, half-inch Second Series map  16/12
Notes for authors  63/60
Notes on Archaeology for Guidance in the Field  20/2
Nottinghamshire Libraries Archives  63/2
NT and OS revisited  54/52

O

Object books, county  27/23
O'Donovan, John, letters  28/2-4, 29/28
Off-road cycle routes on Landranger maps  45/44
Official History of the Great War, maps of Egypt and Palestine  15/15
Official mapping, Belgium  47/32, 52
  - France  47/39, 52
  - India  48/40
  - New Zealand  34/46, 41/29
  - other countries  48/41
  - United States  48/41
Oil storage tanks, depiction of  33/48
Old OS maps: The Godfrey Edition  7/2, 25/7
Old maps, a query re re-use of  59/56
Olivier Committee  19/7
One-inch maps – see ‘map series, 1:63,360’
‘One million’ maps, – see ‘map series, 1:1,000,000’
On-line gazetteers  62/5
Ordinance Datum, Newlyn  57/27
Ordinance Factories  58/43, 59/57
Ordinance and the OS – offspring or foundling?  33/45

Ordinance Survey [of Great Britain]
  - 1st January 1801 the first OS map was published…  48/3
  - accuracy of  25/8, 40/33, 42/5, 50/3, 51/52
  - Act, 1841, 22/2, 23/24
  - adverts  12/1, 48/3, 65/68
  - agency status  28/15, 44/6, 46/9
  - Annual Report, 1982-3  10/14
    - 1989-90  29/26
    - 1994-95 and 1995-6  49/10
    - 1997-98  52/62
    - 1999-2000  60/5
    - 2001-2002  64/36
    - 2002-2003  67/2
  - archival sources for history of  26/6
  - bibliography  50/56
  - Bicentenary  25/11, 25/15, 28/18, 29/16, 31/19
    - Sheetlines Special Issue  31
    - Covers  34/8, 35/34
    - stamps  31/50, 35/40, 36/44
  - Black Letter Prayer Book, re-production by OS  66/50
  - books on: Map of England  44/51
    - The OS of the Kingdom: its objects, mode of execution, history ...(1873)  45/34
    - The OS of the United Kingdom (1886)  45/34
  - and British Surveys in India  26/2
  - catalogue 1861  15/1
    - 1998  50/55
Ordnance Survey, cont.

- christmas cards 2/1, 5/1, 6/5, 8/1, 17/1-8
- chronology of, vol. 1 to 1896, vol. 2 1897 to 2002 66/46
- and computer aided design 44/9
- Consultative Committees 46/11, 47/5
- customer helpline 47/2
- customer survey 34/25
- desktop publishing 28/16
- digitalisation – see ‘digital mapping’
- Direct – Mapmaster data supply 63/4
- directors general – see individual names
- directors of, with similar placenames 34/26
- e-business, transforming into 63/4
- employee memoirs,
  - Ballantyne, Gilbert 1/6
  - Brown, Archibald Frederick 67/17
  - Budd, Phil 62/57
  - Clark, Andrew 27/26
  - Cole, John 52/20
  - Cooper, Jim 52/30
  - Lord, Alan 66/28
  - Morris, Gadfan 42/6
  - Waight, Eric 65/60
- external contractors, Kampsax 65/5
- Simmons Aerofilms, and IGN FI 66/3
- its future direction 59/7
- future role of a British national mapping agency 31/26, 33/45
- GOPLC 65/4
- in Great Britain, 1835-70 15/15
- and the Great Exhibition, 1851 27/20
- and historical information 41/7
- historical map data 57/5
- History of the 2/7, 3/12
- as on internet and OS Press Office media briefing 47/2
- history and the 46/13
- history, teaching the early of 59/60
- and India 26/3, 27/9
- Instructions to one-inch field revisers 23/27
- internal instructions 66/12
- Introductory Description (1890) 67/21
- interactive atlas 48/66
- International 31/47
- job files 65/9
- justification for presentation of new 1:100,000 series 60/1
- in Lancashire in the 1840s 8/2
- and Land Registry 27/23
- and land use mapping, parish books of reference, etc 2/8
- Leaflets, – see ‘leaflets’
- logo 46/9
- Man, The – a ballad 60/40
- Manuals, internal procedure 21/23, 22/21, 23/27, 24/24
Ordinance Survey, cont.

- Map Publishers’ Fair Trading Committee 13/22
- maps marketing before 1918 15/1-8, 16/14
- and services 1983 6/11
- used by Germans in Second World War 42/29, 43/59
- marker, Dungeness Old Lighthouse 62/4
- modern activities, relevance of name to 61/34
- and a nineteenth century environmental ‘crisis’ 31/12-18
- non-map publications 39/2, 66/50
- notices in newspapers, 1800 1/7
- Office, Southampton, plans of 18/18, 24/27, 25/17
- opportunities in the 1990s 29/28
- organisation 37/25
- (1890) 67/23
- organisational change programme 37/25
- OSGM02 65/5
- OSTN02 Definitive Transformation 65/5
- Overseas Branch 63/39
- Pan-Government Agreement 67/7
- Past, Present and Future (Bicentenary symposium at RGS, 1991) 31/24
- performance targets 46/9
- personnel records 22/13
- as Place of Deposit 49/10
- plans, large scale, a vanishing heritage 14/14
- playlet of 1842 33/9
- policy 41/5
- popular books on 44/51, 45/34
- power of (village not on map, can’t exist says Humberside CC) 37/36
- price rises, 1990 29/26
- 1991 33/55
- printing department at Nov 1998 54/4
- Print Room visit, Nov 2001 63/7
- proposed constructions, and 38/27, 39/44, 45/27
- public boundaries and, 1840-1980 2/8
- publication (printing) (1890) 67/24
- quinquennial review 60/8, 64/9
- records 20/21
- reference to in fiction 53/11
- relevance of name to modern activities 61/34
- revision policy 44/6, 7, 46/10
- Russia, co-operation with 45/3
- Scottish OS, reminiscences of, Campaigning at Home 29/7
- Select 68/4
- Serpell Committee 4/15, 31/26
- Southampton, move to, 1841 33/35-38
- 1895 24/27
- 1953 25/17
- changes, 2003 66/2
- status review, 2002 63/2
- targets (2001-02) 61/10
- teaching the early history of 59/60
Ordnance Survey, cont.
- at the Tower of London, 26 June 1991 31/19
- trade marks and adverts in the later 1930s 52/6-12, 54/57
- in transition, visit to Southampton, 14 Nov 2001 63/3
- of the United Kingdom (1890) 67/21-25
- Warship Silhouettes printing 39/2
- website 56/4, 63/4
- workstation map ‘building’ at Southampton 54/3

OS 1791-1991, review 30/21

OS Maps – a descriptive manual, J.B.Harley, cover map 63/56

Ordnance Survey of Ireland (Suirbhéireacht Ordonais) 5/14, 11/2-9, 18/17, 30/6, 38/30
- Annual Report, 1990, review 32/52
- antiquarian antecedents 38/37
- archives of 11/1, 32/7
- copper, printing from 32/60
- county origins 27/7, 30/16
- facsimile maps 26/28, 27/22
- Geological Survey, 150 years of 51/55
- half-inch map 11/7, 28/16
- Illustrated Record, review 33/44
- Irish Historic Towns Atlas 38/41
- Irish Times, supplement An tSuirbhEireacht OrdonÁis 38/30
- Killarney National Park, 1:25,000 32/52
- O'Donovan, John, letters of 28/4
- one-inch mapping of 30/4, 30/10, 43/5
- parish memoirs 3/9, 12/14
- place names and topographical features 38/39
- six-inch maps 13/21, 14/17
- 1:50,000 mapping 27/19, 28/10, 28/14, 30/23, 31/37, 37/21, 40/17, 42/50

Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland 5/15, 13/11, 30/10, 38/6, 40/17, 42/51, 45/39
- one-inch Third Series 14/16
- Ordnance Survey of Ireland, co-operation with 38/42
- 1:25,000 Slieve Croob Outdoor Pursuits Map, review 45/40
- 1:50,000 Discoverer 40/17, 66/2

Ordnancemaps Internet discussion group 66/48

Orienteering 31/9

Outdoor Leisure – see ‘map series, 1:25,000’

Overseas Branch of the OS 63/39

Overseas Survey 31/47
- Directorate history of 48/68, 52/60, 53/12

P
‘Pre-build scheme’ 41/5, 44/8
Palmer, Arthur 6/2, 8/14
Palmerston’s Follies 54/21, 57/42
Parallel roads of Loch Aber 46/52
- levels of 61/34
Parcels – see ‘land parcels’
Parish boundaries 29/31
Parish lists of the 1930s 33/48, 34/29
Parish memoirs 12/14
Parish roads and public roads 33/39
Parishes with detached parts, surveying 32/17
Parishes, historic, of England & Wales, electronic version 61/31
Parliamentary standing orders concerning deposits of plans 18/16
Pathfinder series – see ‘map series, 1:25,000’
Peak District and its Approaches, half-inch district map 6/14
Peak District, one-inch Tourist map 16/15, 17/18
- Touring map 56/1
Pencil marks on map corners 40/44, 59/56, 60/46, 61/36
Petty, Sir William (1623-87)’s papers and Down Survey maps go to BL 36/48
Philip, George 47/31, 48/80, 49/28, 48/70, 50/31
Philip, Prince 31/19
Phillips, C W 20/5
Phoenix Maps, Irish facsimiles by 26/28, 27/22, 28/20
Photocakeography 31/24, 31/32
Photogrammetry 64/15-18
Photozincographed hills on sheet 161, 1892 5/8
Physical maps 32/18-32
Place of deposit, OS as 49/10
Place names on maps of Scotland and Wales, booklet 33/44
Place names, correction of 42/9
- degradation on 10,000 mapping 50/6
Place’s Waterproof Paper, maps on 6/14, 14/1, 14/10, 15/16, 17/16, 22/19, 22/20, 23/25, 27/25, 28/19, 31/53
Plain cover 58/48, 59/54
Points A, B and C 33/48
Popular Edition – see ‘map series, 1:63,360’
Popular series, the earliest 60/10
Portsdown, manoeuvre map 58/43
Post Offices, on maps 10/22, 13/1, 15/1
- OS maps from 12/7
Postcard fair, finds at 57/42
Postcards, Lake District 52/65
- maps on 34/30, 52/65
- Ordnance Survey 30/20, 31/20
Pre-war civilian small scale mapping, civilian use during WW2 48/45
Preservation of maps 3/6, 40/25, 44/56
Prices of OS maps 61/34
Print codes 48/65, 49/41
Print run, longest seen, GSGS 3907 63/59, 64/51
Printed alphabets 5/12
Printing Historical Society 51/1
Printing, early colour 2/5, 25/27
- errors – the letter ‘m’ 60/45
- experiment, 1916 32/6
- four colour 13/23, 43/46
- one-inch map 67/25
- plates, hill 44/19
- on silk 43/58
- six-inch map 67/25
- technology 17/11
PRISM (Portable Revision and Integrated Survey Model) 63/5
Procedure manuals, Ordnance Survey internal 22/21, 23/27, 24/24
Proposed constructions on OS maps 38/27, 39/44, 45/27
Provisional maps – how good? 46/51
Public access, symbol for 56/37
Public boundaries and OS 1840-1980 2/8
Public OS map 17/19
Public Records Act 1958 57/5
Public Records Office 20/21, 21/17, 22/13, 27/23, 61/5
- National Archives, Topographical Survey and early OS maps at 68/35-43
Public Rights of Way 35/44, 36/44, 49/45
- definitive map of Cheshire 67/3
Publisher, a new 41/30
Putting the country together 61/28

Q
Quarter-inch – see ‘map series, 1:253,440’

R
Railtrack Archive Collection, Waterloo Station, visit to 58/5
Railway in course of construction 62/58, 63/58
- error at Warrington 55/37
- errors on Old Series 54/23
- features on OS plans 17/11, 44/57
- instructions for inserting on 1" maps 42/34
- level crossings and sidings on 1" Fifth and New Popular Editions 55/30
- maps, exhibition 16/15
- ownership on Popular Edition 48/38, 49/46
- revision, 1880-1914 42/33-37
- station names 49/11
- - Roman 48/2
- stations, misrepresentation of, London Explorers 54/19
- - on Landranger maps 68/31
- - - on one-inch Seventh Series 54/26-34
- tunnels, and canal, naming 60/34
- in west Cornwall, accuracy of 25/8, 28/10
Railways on Cornish Explorers 58/28
- on Lancashire six-inch sheets 85/92-95, 102, 103, first edition 42/10-19
- on OS maps 51/12, 52/58, 53/37
Railways, cyclists and the purple plague – the debate continues 53/37-45
Ramshaw, printing of OS maps 50/23
Randwick, Glos 32/17
Raster data 35/32, 63/6
Ravenstein, Ernest George 47/32, 48/80, 49/28
Reading District, one-inch map, special sheet 32/53
Recording our Changing Landscape 42/54
Recycled Maps 40/2, 41/3, 42/29, 43/59, 58/45
Red Guides, OS maps in 44/48, 45/48
Redbourne by-pass, a mysterious case 55/40
Reform Act 1832 67/44, 68/57
Relief editions 42/43
Reminiscences of Scottish OS  1/6, 29/7, 42/6
Repairs to maps  13/23, 14/19, 44/56, 67/44-47, 68/57
Reploted counties  50/3
Reprinting old OS maps  24/2, 25/7
Reproductions of 6" and 25" maps  17/15
Research in Somerset using OS maps  32/9-16
Researchers, assistance to  56/4
Reservoirs, depiction of  33/52
Retailer, a ‘new’ old, Burghope and Strange  39/38, 40/46
Retitled small scale maps  7/13, 40/29, 41/24
Re-use of maps  42/29, 43/59, 57/47, 59/56
Revising: using the Green Book  52/31
  - 1:2500, problems of the overhaul  53/30
Revision Point books  67/53
  -  -  compilation  64/19
  -  -  rural and moorland data, cyclic  57/7
  -  also see various map series
RGS/OS Consultative Committee, Education  35/28, 39/3, 49/4, 51/8, 52/44, 54/4
Rhind, Prof. David W  22/8, 31/26, 31/45, 33/47, 34/25, 45/2, 46/2, 49/1, 60/1, 64/2
Rhuddlan Marsh base line  62/50
Ridgeway base line  62/54
Rights of access on OS maps  51/49, 56/37, 57/30
  -  symbols for on 1:25,000 and 1:50,000 maps  56/37
Rights of Way note, alteration of  7/8
  -  on OS maps  50/3, 51/50
  -  a guide to law and practice  61/30
Ringway, the elusive village  58/23
Rivals, the: commercial intermediate scale topographic map series  47/8, 49/27
River banks, accuracy of heights  62/57, 66/52
Rivers and their catchment areas, map  31/16
Road maps, 1:250,000  61/11
  -  numbering  54/59
  -  tunnels, depiction of  6/12
Roads and Road Transport History Conference  49/2
Roads, depiction of  12/9, 31/50, 32/4, 32/9, 33/38
  -  parish and public, defined  33/39
  -  used as public paths, symbol for  56/37
Rockall  43/24
Roman and Anglian York, map  24/20
Roman Britain, map  20/3, 32/18, 34/33
Romer, Carrol  63/39-42, 64/30
Romney Marsh base line  62/48
Rothesay and Firth of Clyde, Tourist map  11/11
Routemaster series – see ‘map series, 1:250,000’
Routeplanner (1.625,000) map  31/39
Routes with public access, symbol for  56/37
Roy, Major-General William  10/20, 21/22, 29/25, 33/50, 37/12, 37/15, 39/48, 40/4
Royal Air Force, pre-war maps  23/8, 55/10
  -  Museum  46/15
Royal Commission on Historical Monuments (England)  13/19, 22/10, 31/46
  -  of Scotland  20/15
Royal Engineers survey Surrey and Middlesex, 1934 10/1
  - end of OS involvement, 18 October, 1983 10/9
  - 14 Independent Topographic squadron (Gulf) 30/22
Royal Geographical Society, Salmon collection of map samples 4/2
Royal Military Canal 63/49
Royal Ordnance Factories 58/43, 59/57
Royal Parks 9/17
Royal School of Military Survey 49/1
Rubber, india-, map on 8/14, 32/3
Ruckinge, north end of 1786 base line 62/3
Rural and moorland map data, cyclic revision of 46/10, 57/7
*Rural District of Godstone*, two-inch map 46/48
Russian maps of UK 39/37

S
St Albans, Fifth Edition one-inch district map 4/12
St Catherine Press guidebooks 55/15
Salisbury, district map, pub 1895, some questions 55/38
Salisbury Plain base line 62/48
*Salisbury Plain*, one-inch military maps 33/22, 60, 33/33, 33/60, 34/27, 36/49, 39/20
  - two-inch map 39/20, 40/46
Salmon Collection, at the RGS 4/2, 14/19
Salmon, Francis J, Lt. Col., CMG, MC, RE, FRGS 4/2
Sanderson’s Map: *Twenty Miles round Mansfield* 63/2
Sawley History Society reprint, *Sawley* (1:10,560) 49/37
Scales, according to geography and topography 54/56
  - battle of, 1840-63 31/59, 34/38
  - interrelationships 60/17
Scilly, Isles of 3/8, 39/41, 39/43
Scotland
  - cartobibliography of WWII one-inch mapping for civilian use 59/26
  - *in Roman times*, 1:253,440 map 46/46
  - one-inch Popular Edition 54/60
  - quarter-inch Atlas 1/4
  - survey of (article in *The Scotsman*, 1851) 35/39
  - Touring map 12: another change of style 55/40
  - twelve-inch drawings 1/6
Scottish Mountains, metrication of contours: effect on depiction 68/33
Scottish OS reminiscences 29/7
Seaward boundaries 33/48
Second War Revision 1940, map 20/11
  - sheet 117A East Kent (Special Sheet) 54/45
Second World War one-inch mapping produced for civilian use 59/17
Security deletions 33/4, 47, 52, 34/22, 44/17, 24, 46/50, 54/55, 58/43, 59/57, 64/38
Sedgemoor base line 62/50
Seeley, John 52/48
Serpell Committee 4/15, 22/8, 22/10, 31/26
Sheep and the *Lake District* Tourist map 44/67
Sheet 111: possibilities at 1:63,360, 1:50,000, 1:25,000, 1:10,560 scales 62/2
Sheetlines, binders for 52/2, 53/2
- editors of 40/3
Sheet lines, Cassini and Transverse Mercator 44/22
- one-inch Fifth and New Popular editions 44/22, 45/42
- 1:100,000 and 1:125,000 maps 54/40
- notes on GSGS 3917 and other one-inch LSS of Ireland 43/4-24
Shoeburyness, 1:1250 map, 1859 19/2, 21/21
Shorelines, surveying of 45/9
Sidmouth, Budleigh Salterton and Exmouth, one-inch district map 11/10
Signalling and Map-Reading for the Home Guard, manual 59/46
Signposting of C-roads 60/19
Signposts with grid references 31/52, 32/2, 33/39
Silk maps 43/58
Six-inch maps – see ‘map series, 1:10,000 and 1:10,560’
Skelton, R A 33/2, 5
Slieve Croob Outdoor Pursuits, map 5/40
Small Scale mapping, birth of modern 66/44
- civilian use during WW2 48/45-57
- early twentieth century revision policy 32/38-46
- post-war replacements 48/51
- outline printings, 1941-46 48/67
- recent, (1998) 52/40
- a reviser’s experiences 52/30
- revision using the Green Book 52/31
Small Scale maps, indexes 2/5, 46/11, 55/34
- retitled 7/13, 40/29-32, 41/24
- of the Western Front 39/28-36
Smith, Walter P 4/1, 10/9, 34/40
Smockfarthing Tree 60/48
Snowdon/Snowdonia, half-inch Second Series/tourist map 16/12, 17/4
Snowdon, one-inch tourist map 11/11
Somerset, research in, using OS maps 32/9
South Central England, quarter-inch sheet 9/3
South East Kent one-inch New Series experimental map 21/21
Southampton, bomber’s-eye view of 44/21
- bombing of 67/15
- OS move to, 1841 33/35
Southampton Circulars 42/29, 43/60
Southampton, district map 41/56
Souvenir Coronation Motoring Map of England and Wales 39/47, 40/43
Special purpose maps 21/2-5, 22/15
Special sheets – see ‘District, special and tourist maps’
Spot heights 43/58, 68/49
Spurn Head, a visit to on paper, Explorer 292 56/28
Squares, artillery, on military maps 10/2, 11/14
Squaring, early systems 43/26
- ‘Western Front’ Third LSS one-inch maps 49/18
Staffordshire CC, Cannock Chase AONB map 44/65
Stamp, Sir L Dudley 23/2, 33/40
Stamps, maps on 35/40, 36/44
Stanford-Bridges Special Mounting (Bridge’s Patent) 17/17
Stanford, Edward 13/1, 17/17, 17/19, 49/28
Stanford’s direct mailing 1901 37/24
Stanford, Edward, A Resumé of the publications of the Ordnance and Geological Surveys of England and Wales, 1909 40/36
Stanford and Mann map 30 miles around Birmingham 60/42
Statham bar line, Leicestershire 63/59
Steeples and spires on one-inch maps 24/22, 28/24-31, 29/28
Stereocomparator 64/17
Stereoscopic contouring 2/6
Stereogoniometer 64/17
Stick-on labels 7/13
Stockport Heritage Edition of old OS maps 42/49
Storing maps 37/35
Street mapping, A-Z of urban cartography 66/45
 Strip-Map of Litlington, The, (Professional Paper no. 17) 20/4
Suirbhéireacht Ordonais – see Ordnance Survey of Ireland
Superplan 35/2, 47/3, 64/37
 - using outdated survey information 50/3, 51/52
Superseded mapping, damage caused if not available 41/14
 - digital use of 41/13
Superseded maps 39/3
Surrey Hills, military map 7/6, 32/2
Surrey, Philip’s street atlas 48/70, 50/31
Surrey, R.E. survey, 1934 10/1
Survey of Cyprus visitors’ map: Kyrenia, 1" 4/3
Survey Diagrams document 7/15, 9/17
Survey Field Bulletins of early 1950s, extracts from 53/52
Survey of Palestine maps 4/3
Survey of the Metropolis, 1848, from the Illustrated London News 4/7
Survey, Trigonometrical, Account of, by William Mudge 61/24
Survey of 1:10,000 map, some aspects 55/11
Survey of 1:10,560, diagrams 56/18
Survey, 1:1250 (National Grid), approx start dates and locations 67/29
Survey methods, chain survey 67/26
 - Cotswolds 62/57, 64/20
 - graphic plotted air survey 67/27
 - tacheometer 67/26
Surveying instruments, bicycle level 3/6
Surveyor, public apology to, 7 October, 1802 35/40
Surveyors based at Tower of London, chronology 68/43
Surveyors’ drawings, construction lines on 51/35-45
 - and hill sketches in British Library Map Library 33/53
 - comparison with local surveyor’s drawings, Cheltenham area 36/28
 - corrections to for published one-inch map 66/4
 - of London area, 1799-1808 31/40
 - for Lincoln 66/4-11
 - for Lincolnshire 66/33-36
Surveyors’ memoirs – see ‘OS employee memoirs’
Swimming pool misnamed 59/61, 62/5
Swiss mapping 47/52
Symbols – see ‘conventional signs’
Tacheometer 67/26
Tadcaster, on six-inch map 1/7
Tales from the Map Room 36/48
Tardebige lock, mapping of 24/12
Taunton, special one-inch map 12/13
Tea towel, 1:2500 map on, (Cheshire 25-inch, sheet XVIII 6) 37/4
Teaching the early history of the OS 59/60
Telescopic alidade 66/32
‘Ten-mile’ – see ‘map series 1:633,600’
Territorial Army and mapping 26/23
Text on maps, purpose of 40/38
Thames Valley, one-inch military map 33/22, 26
Thirty Nine Steps, retracing the story on OS maps 67/32-36
Thomas, David St John 33/2, 33/3
Thorpe, Harry 33/1, 33/2, 33/4
Tithe surveys 31/61, 32/17, 43/56
Togail Tir: Marking Time, exhibition 26/27, 29/6
Topographic map series, commercial intermediate scale, since 1868 47/8-36
- comparison of features on intermediate scale mapping 51/27
- list of European coverage 53/26
Topographical Survey, dates 68/37
- maps in National Archives, PRO 68/35-43
Topographical Surveying, text book 31/10, 39/28
Le Tour de France en Angleterre, map 40/42
Touring map 3, Lake District, one-inch-edition C, 1998 54/48
- 12, Scotland: another change of style 55/40
- Lake District and Cumbria and its competitors 62/64
- Peak District, cover 56/1
Tourist maps – see ‘District, special and tourist maps’
Tower of London 31/19, 33/35
Town maps, modern 14/15
Town plans, six-inch 3/8, 6/13, 7/13, 8/17
Town scales, linkage between 1:1056, 1:528, 1:500 and 1:1250 NG series 48/34
Town Series maps, (1:500, 1:528, 1:1056), an introduction 61/20
Towns, large scale mapping of, old and new 27/24
Trade marks and adverts in late 1930s 52/6-12, 54/57
Transverse Mercator projection 25/3, 43/35
Travelmaster series – see ‘map series, 1:250,000’
Tree in the Lake District 61/35
- Naked Man in New Forest 64/54
Trench maps 18/14
- Salisbury Plain 24/26
- GSGS 3062 sheet 57c, Longueval 65/52
- GSGS 3573 Bovington Camp 1:5000 10/5
Trent Basin, map 20/4
Triangulation 67/22
- aerial 64/17
- of Cambridgeshire 67/42
- farewell 67/22
- pillar, when is it something else 58/44
- pillars 29/26, 30/22, 31/55, 34/34, 35/48, 36/44, 48/78
- points 45/5-8
- a recollection of working for DOS 61/29
- station, Delamere Forest 65/62

*Trigonometrical Survey, Account of...* by William Mudge 61/24-27
Trinity College, Dublin, map library 19/17
*Trossachs and Loch Lomond*, tourist map 11/10
Tunnel cards 33/53
Tunnel vision 60/33, 34
Tunnels, canal and railway, naming on maps 60/34, 61/35
Twenty, hamlet of 51/12, 52/58
Twenty-five inch maps – *see* ‘map series, 1:2500’
Twickenham, mapping the boom ahead of the next 1:2500 maps 53/34
Two trees on one-kilometre square 62/80

**U**
Underground stations on *Explorers* 60/29
Underground structures on early OS maps and plans, depiction 6/12
Underwater contours, six-inch Westmorland (VII SW) 2/6
Unique numbers for map identification, 1947 22/5
United States, official mapping 48/41
Unwin, T Fisher 13/4
Urban cartography, A-Z of: Street mapping 66/45
*L’Usage Correct d’une Carte d’Ordnance Survey* 59/52

**V**
Vector data 63/6
*Viking and Mediæval York*, map 24/20
*Vision of England* OS map extracts in 44/62, 45/45
Visits by CCS – *see* ‘Charles Close Society, reports of meetings and visits’

**W**
*West Highland Way*, book of footpath 6/10
Wainwright, Alfred, 1907-1991 30/21, 62/61
Wales on ten sheets: a way forward for the *Landranger* 59/15
  - map collection, 1:25,000 boxed set 58/4
Walking on water, under water contours 2/6
Wallis, Helen, obituary 42/1
*War Department Land on Salisbury Plain*, two-inch to the mile map 39/20, 40/46
War game maps, six-inch scale 21/22, 45/33
War memorials 48/81
War Office catalogues 7/6
  - Committee, 1892 12/8, 13/2
War Revision 1940, map 20/10
  - in praise of 60/23
Warburg Institute seminars 34/21
Ward Lock Red guides OS map inserts 52/48
*Warship Silhouettes* printing by the OS 39/2
Was there life before maps? 59/45
Water supply maps 31/12
Watermarks 50/18
Waterproof paper, maps on 6/14, 11/18, 14/10, 15/16, 22/19, 23/11, 25, 24/22, 27/25, 28/19 59/55
Waterproofing, experimental 63/59
Watford Fieldpath Association 57/38
Way finding: 1901, 1951, 2001 60/28
Welsh language on Landranger maps 41/5
- orthography and OS mapping, 1820-1905 16/15
Western Front maps 15/14, 15/15, 63/39
- report on survey, 1914-18 53/33
- small scale maps 39/28-36, 40/47, 41/26
- squaring on British one-inch mapping 49/18
Westmorland six-inch sheet VII SW, 1900 2/6
Weston Super Mare one-inch district map 11/9
What use is a map?, exhibition 24/23
Whatman's Paper Mill, visit 37/26
Wheeler, Rob, CCS Hon. Secretary, profile 40/6
Wheeler, Brigadier R P 27/24
Why 1883? – six-inch Northamptonshire sheet 22 NE 57/46
Wicklow one-inch district map 11/5
Wild A5 Autograph 64/17
Wilkes, Margaret, (see also author index) 31/45
Willatts, Edward Christie, O.B.E., obituary 57/3
Willis, J C T 6/2
Wilson, Maj.-Gen. Sir Charles 33/12
Wiltshire, Historical transport map of 39/40
Winchester, one-inch district map 11/15
Windmills and the New Series 12/9, 35/10
Winterbotham, Brigadier H S L 1/4, 16/16, 25/3, 64/16
Wolverhampton, part of the map title 52/12, 53/50
Woodward, David 33/5, 34/30
Wordsworth, William 37/3
World Geodetic System 1984 57/28
World Maps, Ordnance Survey 26/28, 27/21
World War I and subsequent wars, OS map issues 9/18
Wright, David, obituary 58/3
www.old-maps.co.uk 58/3
www.yahoogroups.com/group/ordnancemaps 63/54

Y
Yard grid, various scale maps 3/4, 43/36, 55/32
- on Scotland in Roman times map 46/46
Yolande Hodson Award 44/4, 46/2, 55/2
Yolland, Col, William 33/37
York, conference map 18/12
Yorkshire six-inch maps, first edition 1/7
Youth hostels of England and Wales 38/50

‘1941 style’ of coded imprint adopted by OS and WO 5/9, 9/19
Map series in order of scale

1:500 scale  27/24
  Cupar (eleven maps, complete), 1894, reduced to 1:1667  61/22
  Exeter, 1874-1877  9/9
  Ireland  65/42
  Town Series maps, an introduction  61/20
  - linkage to 1:1250 National Grid Series  48/34

1:528 scale
  North Woolwich (OS for Board of Health), 1853, 1:528 reduced to 1:1056  61/23
  Town Series maps, an introduction  61/20
  - linkage to 1:1250 National Grid Series  48/34

1:1056 scale
  Dublin, the Castle, 1843, reduced to 1:1760  61/21
  Edinburgh Castle (sheet 35), 1877, reduced to 1:1836  61/22
  Enniskillen and Strabane, enlarged from 1:2500  61/22
  Hull Old Town (sheet 12, pt of 13), 1853, reduced to 1:1760  61/21
  Liverpool, review of states  2/9
  London, Bank and the City (sheet 7.66), 1894, reduced to 1:1760  61/22
  Manchester  35/31
  Manchester City Centre (sheet 28), 1849, reduced to 1:1760  61/21
  North Woolwich (OS for Board of Health), 1853, reduced from 1:528  61/23
  Town Series maps, an introduction  61/20-23
  - linkage to 1:1250 National Grid Series  48/34, 50/58, 53/14

1:1250 scale  9/2, 19/2, 21/21, 24/5, 27/16, 24, 35/34, 48/34, 52/20, 57/35
  linkage to abandoned ‘Town Scales’ (1:1056, 1:528, 1:500)  48/34
  National Grid surveys  24/5, 67/26
  - dates for basic scales rural mapping  29/20, 56/13, 62/24, 65/42
  - list  56/13-16
  Shoeburyness, 1859 map  19/2, 21/21
  Superplan  32/4
  - accuracy of  50/3, 51/52
  survey methods, start dates and locations, 1955-65  68/48
  - reminiscences of  52/20

1:1667 scale
  Cupar (eleven maps, complete), 1894, reduced from 1:500  61/22

1:1760 scale
  Dublin, the Castle Sheet, 1843, reduced from 1:1056  61/21
  Hull Old Town (sheet 12, pt of 13), 1853, reduced from 1:1056  61/21
  London, Bank and the City (sheet 7.66), 1894, reduced from 1:1056  61/22
  Manchester City Centre (sheet 28), 1849, reduced from 1:1056  61/21

1:1836 scale
  Edinburgh Castle (sheet 35), 1877, reduced from 1:1056  61/22
1:2500 scale, (twenty five inch) 27/16, 49/1, 53/30
Alan Godfrey Editions, reproduction maps reduced to 1:4340 scale – see ‘Godfrey Editions’ books of reference 31/50
by-passed maps, departmental correspondence and a listing 58/7-16, 59/49
- Devon and Cornwall revision 50/47, 51/51
Cheshire maps on CD 63/50
countours on 33/50
colour-printing 2/5
county boundary revision 45/47
county Object Names Books 27/23
derivation from 1:1250 Series 19/3
digital mapping 30/33, 35, 47/4
Enniskillen and Strabane (five maps, 1907, one map, 1925), enlarged to 1:1056, reduced to 1:2640 61/22
Forest of Dean, manuscript plan of part of (1855) 49/14
GNR Society Line Files, vol. 1, using 1:2500 mapping 32/48
Heritage Maps 48/66
Hertfordshire, County Series 28/11
index 32/47
industry on 47/49
Irish survey dates 30/8
Isle of Portland Godfrey Edition 33/45
Kensington 1894, London sheet 74, facsimile 6/11
Lancashire (1888-1893) on CD 66/3
levels on County Series 28/15
Londinium 1/5, 10/18
London sheet 106, tunnel depiction on 60/33
mis-naming of swimming pool 59/61
with National Grid 29/17-23, 30/24, 34/38, 56/13, 62/24, 64/19-24
- resurvey and revision in the replotted counties 60/25
- upgrading to 1:1250 46/11
OSI maps 56/33
parish area books 31/50
post war survey 65/60
print codes 48/65
printing of last map by ‘conventional’ methods 25/16
reproduction of 17/15
revision programme 46/10
- problems of the overhaul 53/30
- resurvey compromise 50/47, 52/45
Royal Military College estate (1861) 49/14
Second Edition used in GNR Society Line Files 32/48
Shropshire 28/15
Surrey Hills: no relationship with six-inch map 32/2
on tea towel, (Cheshire second edition, sheet xviii.6) 37/4
tunnel depiction on London sheet 106 60/33
Twickenham, composite map 53/34
upgrading 46/11
York, Roman and Anglian; Viking and Medieval 24/20
Yorkshire sheet 285.2, use in ITV drama 32/3
1:2640 scale
Derby, early lithographed map 31/48
Enniskillen and Strabane reduced from 1:2500 61/22

1:5000 scale
Bovington Camp map (GSGS 3573) 10/5

1:10,000 scale 20/20, 34/29, 35/41, 44/10
derived mapping 32/3, 47/4
experimental version sheet SK 63 SW (Keyworth) 44/10
Lakeland Fells survey 66/32
Landplan 47/4
list of sheets of UK 10/8
modern town maps 14/15
revision programme 46/10
survey for, some aspects of 55/11-15
variant, early digital 35/42
Bath City 4/14
Central London 1/5, 4/14
Inverness Town 4/14

1:10,560 scale, (six-inch) 20/20, 32/47, 36/45, 41/56, 46/49, 47/65, 49/45
Balmoral 2/6
Belfast special map 46/33
Bristol, conference map 18/12
Caernavonshire first edition triangulation 9/17
contours, first edition without 36/45
county boundaries revision 45/47
county content 31/10
County Object Names Books 27/23
Dartmoor Autumn Manoeuvres 1873 57/44
Devon, sheet 109 SE, Second Edition, extract 33/6
early coloured printed map (Yorkshire sheet 168) 29/27
Edinburgh, conference map 18/12
First Edition publication, county styles 36/45
  - revision 36/46
hand-colouring 4/7
Hungerford Down, Camping ground on 57/44
index 32/47, 49/22
introduction to the old Town Series maps 61/20
Ireland 13/21, 14/17
  - revision dates 30/8
Kent 43/58, 44/62
Lancashire in the 1840s 8/2
  - railways on sheets 85, 92-95, 102, 103, first edition 42/10-19
London, conference map 18/12
London Second Edition sheets III NW and SW, facsimiles of 4/6
Northampton Sheet 22 NE, Why 1883? 57/46
printing 67/25
reproduction of 17/15
1:10,560 scale, (six-inch), cont.

- schools, extracts for use, south-east London 41/56
  - Kingston (Surrey) area 42/58
- Southampton 21/5, 44/21
- stereoscopic contouring of ‘Surrey Hills’ 7/6, 31/50, 32/2
- survey diagrams 56/18-21
- surveyed or fair drawn? 46/49, 47/65, 49/45
- town plans 6/13, 7/13, 8/17
- war game maps 21/22
- *Westmorland* sheet VII SW, 1900, underwater contours 2/6
- without contours 36/45
- Yorkshire, first edition 1/7

1:20,000 scale 33/21, 36/4
- Artillery Training maps and list 11/12
- GSGS 2748 36/4

1:21,120 scale (three-inch)
- *Central London*, conference map 18/12
- *Guernsey* 10/21

1:25,000 scale, including *Provisional Edition, Pathfinder, Explorer and Outdoor Leisure*

- 9/10, 10/18, 13/22, 35/44, 36/1-27, 44, 37/21, 38/6, 9, 43, 40/22, 41/22, 46/12, 41, 47/4, 58, 68, 48/6, 49/37, 50/8, 36, 57, 56/27, 65/15
  - access land 53/41, 67/53
  - symbols for 56/37
  - *Brighton and Hove* (TQ20/30), Land Use map 61/10
  - ‘Cadasatral Survey’ proposal, 1860 38/52
  - cartobibliography, creating 65/7-15
  - database 65/11
  - Channel Tunnel terminals, OS and IGN mapping 51/2
- *Explorer Series* 38/7, 40/17, 50/36
  - churches and places of worship depiction 67/53
  - Cornish railways on 58/28
  - contours on 66/40
  - covers 49/46, 50/57, 66/41
    - ‘magnifying-glass’ map, location 29/29
    - photo reversal 51/7
  - customised centring 68/4
  - developments (2002) 65/6
  - exploring the revision on 57/22
  - free for school children 68/4
  - for boating 60/47
  - for hill walking 66/38-42
  - *The Gower* 46/41
  - ISBN numbering 62/2
  - islands missing from 67/39, 68/54
  - London stations, misrepresentation of 54/19
  - Meridian map collection 58/4
1:25,000, Explorer, cont.
- National Trust information 50/36, 51/49, 54/52
- new specification 67/53
- outdatedness 56/27
- re-numbering 67/59
- and Scottish Monroes 66/38
- underground stations, errors 60/29
- Wales boxed set 58/4

**Explorer** sheet 133 50/60
- sheet 219 Wolverhampton and Dudley 57/36, 58/44
- sheet 277, Eccles missing from 63/54
- sheet 292 56/28
- sheet 336 renumbered to 340 62/2

**Explorer and Outdoor Leisure**, revision 57/2226
First Series 65/13
- notes on the unique eleven 47/47, 50/58
- non-existent hill 65/41
- use for railway history 67/57

future of: change from **Pathfinder** to **Explorer** 46/12
future of **Outdoor Leisure** and **Explorer** series (December 1996) 47/68

GSGS 3906 36/5
improved specification (Information Paper 6/1997) 49/7
improvements and changes to (1999) 53/54

**Isles of Scilly**, family of maps 39/41

**Jersey, States of** 6/10

**Killarney National Park** 32/52

Lake District, singleton tree at Mossdale 61/35
map on cover of **OS Maps – a descriptive manual**, J B Harley 63/56

**Outdoor Leisure** maps 36/18
- Dartmoor 10/18, 47/6
- English Lakes 3/8
- Exmoor 37/21
- exploring the revision on 57/22
- Isle of Man 45/40, 46/49
- Isles of Scilly 3/8, 39/41
- New Forest 9/10
- series re-numbering 67/59
- South Pennines: reprint before publication 45/46

**Pathfinder** – see ‘Second Series’ below
products 41/22
Provisional Edition, cartography and reliability 36/11
- cartobibliography 50/8
- sheet 20/46, pub 1946 63/58

public rights of way 49/45
- overprinting 35/44, 36/44

Regular Edition and the War Office 36/14
revision policy 44/6
- recent (December 1996) 47/58

rights of access, symbols for 56/37
1:25,000 scale, cont.

Second Series (*Pathfinder*) maps 17/18, 18/16, 26/14, 28/15, 33/40, 36/17
- list 48/6-33
- renumbering of 17/18
- *Pathfinder*, end of 49/39
- - Gazetteer 29/5
- - list (coloured maps) 48/7, 49/40
- - maps no longer available, trouble with ‘m’ 60/45
- - sheet 709 56/28
support for 65/61, 66/50, 67/58

1:25,344 scale

*East Anglia, Map of*, 1911-1914 7/3, 36/2
*Eastern Counties, Map of*, 1914-40 (GSGS 3036) 27/24, 36/3

1:31,680 scale (two-inch)

*Scilly Isles* 39/43
*War Department Land on Salisbury Plain*, two-inch to the mile 39/20, 40/46
*Watford District* (Watford Fieldpath Association) 57/38

1:40,000 scale

*Berkhamstead* training map 10/6
French military maps, enlarged from 1:80,000 10/2

1:50,000 scale, including Landranger Series

29/25, 30/24, 39/6-9, 40/45, 41/50, 53, 43/58, 47/58, 49/32, 52-55
Access Land on 41/5, 50/38, 51/50, 53/41
*Aldershot* experimental map, 1933 19/1
Channel Islands 20/23, 31/43, 33/54
*Countryside Walks in the Scottish Borders* 6/10
covers 35/46, 42/58, 45/44
- integral 14/20, 41/53, 43/58, 44/61, 45/44, 46/48
- list 44/61
- picture, sheet 191, caption mis-spelling 54/2
- paper – see ‘integral’ above
- redesigned, 2002 63/10
fictional map 59/45
First Series, conversion to Landranger specification 3/8
geological mapping, Sheet 90/91, review 36/37
green lanes, omission of 48/80
GSGS Misc.1999 enlarged from one-inch Seventh Series 52/17
*Hadrian’s Wall* 28/12, 29/28, 42/59
*Heart of Hardy’s Wessex* 33/50, 34/30
improvements and changes to 46/8, 53/54
joint military and OS specification for 1/5
Landranger 17/9, 52/3
- airfields 52/3
- cover, redesigned (2002) 63/10
- - wrong picture titles 56/38
- defence aspects of 52/4
- early Landranger? 12/14
1:50,000, Landranger, cont.

- errors 52/3
- Gazetteer 18/17, 38/54
- map references versus GPS 64/32
- new specification for 63/10
- on screen 35/32
- proposed changes (OS Information Paper 8/1994) 41/5
- stations on 68/31
- titles, changes in, with listing 41/24
- trivia quiz 52/4
- Welsh legend, first map with 56/4

Landranger sheet 113, Seaward boundaries on 33/52
- sheets 113 and 192, B editions 36/36
- sheet 117, edition B, changes to specification 30/23
- sheet 124, Dolgellau, new edition with experimental features, 1995 44/52-55, 56/4
- sheet 139, Birmingham and Wolverhampton 52/14, 53/51, 64/31
- sheet 146 used as fictional map 59/45
- sheet 164, special Blackwells in Oxford cover 31/47
- sheet 170 56/36
- sheet 172, omission and re-instatement of names 52/59, 53/49
- sheet 186, Aldershot and Guildford 58/24
- sheet 191, picture caption mis-spelling 54/2
- - Oops and Oops again! 55/2, 56/38
- sheet 194, overprinted with Hardynms 33/50
- sheet 196, changes on 33/47
- - Second Series, The Isle of Wight, hidden signature 63/55

list of editions 1974-94 39/10-19, 40/45, 41/50
memorials 48/81
Norfolk Broads, Tourist map 10/18
public rights of way 49/45
rights of access, symbols for 56/37
rebranding 65/6
revision policy 44/6
- recent (December 1996) 47/58
Second Series – see Landranger above
spine numbers 65/59
twenty years of 39/6-9, 40/3, 40/45
typographic anomalies, spot heights 43/58
Wales on ten sheets, a way forward 59/15
West Highland Way 6/10

1:50,000 of Ireland 27/19, 28/10, 28/14, 30/23, 31/37, 34/50, 35/35, 36/37, 37/20, 40/17, 41/39,
42/50, 43/55, 44/50, 45/39, 56/33, 59/39

1:50,000 OS of Northern Ireland maps 40/17, 46/39, 56/34

1:63,360 scale, (one-inch) – in series order, general articles and by map title

Old Series 2/7, 3/7, 11, 5/3, 12/15, 14/15, 21/23, 49/42, 50/11, 52
advertisement for sale map sets (Parts I to VI) 12/1
accuracy of, 25/8, 28/9, 32/9
I:63,360, one-inch Old Series, cont.

- borders 49/15, 50/23
- cartobibliography 26/9-14, 35/34, 38/22
- cartobibliography of 1801 map of Kent 35/50
- design in the early 1850s 38/19-26
- development and dating 50/11-31
- early states of quarter sheets 43, 54, 55, revised cartobibliography 55/23
- Geological Survey version 50/29
- Lincolnshire, surveying out of turn 66/35, 67/6, 31
- lithography 18/16, 19/13
- parishes, detached parts, depiction of 3/7
- prices 50/25
- -- 1825, list 66/35
- printing dates 68/39
- publication dates, summary 50/30
- railway errors 54/23, 55/37
- at St John’s 55/19-30
- pre-St John’s 56/12
- sheet histories, vol. 1 Essex and Kent, parts of Suffolk, Cambridge, Hertford, Surrey, Middlesex, Sussex 32/51, 35/34, 50
- -- vol. 2 Devon and Cornwall, parts of Somerset, Dorset and Glamorgan 32/51
- sheet 43 56/13
- sheet 51 NW 3/7
- sheet 55 56/12
- sheet 59 NE 18/16
- sheet 78 NE 7/15
- sheet LXXXI SW (Buxton) 57/20
- surveyors’ drawings 33/53
- straight lines on 3/7
- ten-mile index 24/25
- Tithe Survey, Index to 3/7, 50/28

New Series 5/3-8, 12, 12/7-11, 29/27, 33/54, 40/44, 41/52, 42/4
- advance mapping 5/5
- chronology of 62/21
- coloured printing of 43/50
- combined sheets 5/5, 21/21
- conventional signs 9/10, 12/9, 35/10
- development of, 1870-1914 62/6-23
- distinguishing revised New Series from Third Edition 65/19-30
- first edition 5/3
- island lost and found (sheet 264, Bristol) 27/27
- photozincographed hills on sheet 161, 1892 5/8
- sheet 99 40/44, 41/52
- sheet 100 12/7
- sheet 263 versus Cruchley’s Reduced Ordnance sheet 17 64/40
- windmills on 12/9, 35/10
Third Edition  5/5, 5/13, 7/6-9, 10/21, 11/17, 21/17, 27/23, 36/47, 47/46
distinguishing Third Edition from revised New Series  65/19-30
earliest  60/10-13
Large Sheet Series, coloured  13/21, 64/33
  - map retailers’ prices,  41/32
overprinting with Western Front Squaring  49/18
Small Sheet Series, in colour  57/8-29
  - longevity of  27/23
  - sheet 125, Guildford  66/3

Popular Edition (Fourth)  1/7, 8/19, 31/10, 32/38-46, 32/46, 33/56
covers  23/26, 24/25, 28/22, 49/12
earliest  60/10
graphic indexes and conventional sign sheets  37/23
Isle of Man, in brown paper covers  66/37
preliminary list of states  33/56-60
railway ownership shown on  48/38
sheet 34  2/9, 45/17
sheet 112 ‘with hills’  9/19
sheet 120, the ‘King Alfred map’  32/6
special edition with hills  8/19, 9/19
Popular Edition (Scotland)  42/43, 54/60-64

Fifth Edition  3/2-4, 4/10, 5/12, 6/15,  43/35, 44/22
extrusions on  44/41
Guide to  20/22
instructions for revision and drawing (1936)  6/15
level crossings and sidings, depiction  55/30
metric  44/33
publication dates  10/21
sheet lines, early  49/18
  - with overlaps  44/22-44
using – how to get lost  64/39

Second World War Revision  20/11
cartobibliography of maps for civilian use  59/30
1941 style of coded imprint adopted by OS and WO  5/9
sheet 117A East Kent – the one that became civilised  54/45-47

Sixth Edition (New Popular)  26/24, 28/23, 41/56, 42/59, 43/37, 44/2
airfield depiction  46/24, 47/66
covers  42/59, 45/37
drawing for  26/24, 28/23
extrusions  44/41
GSGS 4620A with layers  49/20
Guide to  20/22, 28/21, 30/24, 31/52, 32/8, 33/55
level crossings and sidings, depiction  55/30
manuscript drawing, sheet 131 Birmingham  67/15
unpublished sheet 131  28/23
sheet lines, with overlaps  44/22-44
Seventh Series 16/6, 20/21, 29/25
  airfield depiction 46/24, 47/66
  censorship of 33/52
  covers 13/7, 35/46, 36/45, 36/52, 41/31, 48/4, 58/58, 63/43-47, 65/17
  Guide to 30/29, 31/53, 32/8, 33/55, 34/39, 36/52
  limited edition set of, review 30/30
  listing 15/15, 16/5
  missing maps 61/15-19
  outrage 56/17
  ‘pilot sheet’ 142 56/32
  railway stations, representation 54/26-34
  scale 1:50,000 (GSGS Misc.1999), scale 1:100,000 (GSGS Misc.2000) 52/17
  sheet 72, Girvan, plain covers 58/48
  statistics 16/15
  tourist map, Dunn and Wilson library editions 36/49
  triangulation points for churches 45/5, 56/17
    - list 1953-1954 45/8

“Eighth Edition” phenomenon 34/57, 35/37

Ireland 11/13, 14/16, 46/27
  British produced 1:63,630 mapping in Ireland 13/11-18, 34/37
  cartobibliography of one-inch map, in colour, 1901-1956 63/12-38
  coloured, previously unrecorded 46/27
  combined sheets of coloured edition 30/15
  Dublin, 1862 combined sheet 66/26
  hill map, record copy 30/4
  Killarney, district map 11/5
  lithographic printing stone, sheet 107, Ballinsloe, 1904 43/1
  Mourne Mountains, district map 13/14
  new maps published 1992, review 37/8
  one-inch maps to 1922 30/10, 31/52
  printing on silk
  projection of original map series 30/12
  sheet lines, notes on GSGS 3917, and other one-inch LSS 43/5
  Wicklow, district map 11/5

Northern Ireland 1922-1985 13/11, 14/16

Scotland 5/7, 46/35
  cartobibliography of WWII one-inch mapping for civilian use 59/26
  chronology of 62/21
  development of one-inch for, 1870-1914 62/7
  Guide to Popular Edition with National Grid 20/22, 28/21
  Popular Edition conventional signs 49/12
    - covers, 1924-40 28/22, 30/24
    - lettering 67/11
    - printings, list 54/60
    - sheet 31 49/12, 50/59
  projection of original map series 30/12
  Third edition, ‘expansion’ lines 67/49, 68/50
  Relief edition? 42/43
I:63,360, one-inch, cont.

General

- agricultural Land Classification 33/42
- airfields, depiction of 46/24
- annotation for *From Russia With Love* 60/45
- aviation maps 22/6
- black outline with roads coloured 11/15, 12/13
- blank areas 40/44, 41/52
- coloured edition, military influence on 16/16-20
- contour separation on post-war *Peak District* Tourist map 16/15, 17/18
- district and tourist maps 5/5, 10/21, 12/2, 13, 13/23, 27/18, 28/16, 32/51
  - compilation diagrams 57/20
  - index inserts, 1897-1903 42/21
  - *see also* under map title
- early OS maps in colour 58/46
  - in National Archives, PRO 68/35
- engraved maps with hills, double printing 44/11-20
- engraving time 26/14
- experimental maps 32/6
- first OS map 46/17, 48/3, 49/44
- garages, appearance and demise of 60/36-39
- grid squares 14/17
- hachures 46/35
- illuminated contours 2/6
- information for military purposes 42/4
- instructions for insertion for railways, etc 42/34
- instructions for revision of the one-inch map 1909 32/39
- Isle of Man 2/5, 5/7, 12/7
- Land Utilisation 23/2, 33/40
- map proper, 1870 – 1914 62/15
- mapping produced for civilian use during WWII 59/17-38
- maps displayed on LNER stations 49/29
- marginalia, 1870 – 1914 62/10
- mystery sheets from 1937 38/6
- printing 67/25
- railway ownership 48/38
- revision instructions of 1896 66/11-25
- revision in 1960s 52/30-40
- shaded contours 3/10, 4/7, 31/14
- since 1930 19/16
- survey document, using 7/15, 9/17
- Tithe Survey Index 3/7
- tourist maps – *see* ‘district and tourist maps’ above
- War Office exercise maps 33/23
- War Revision 1940 20/10
- water supply 31/14
- ‘Western Front’, squaring on 49/18
- 1890 OS map from Hawkins’ *Descriptive Guide to Newbury and Neighbourhood* 57/42
- ‘1941 Style’ Coded Imprint on 5/9, 9/18
Maps by title

Aldershot, on india rubber  8/14, 32/3
Aldershot Command  17/16, 33/21-34, 63/59
Aldershot North, district map  8/19, 10/4, 11/10, 32/53, 33/21
Aldershot South, district map  8/19, 10/4, 33/21
Bagshot, Country around  46/17, 49/44
Ballinsloe, Lithographic printing stone, Ireland sheet 107, 1904  43/1
Barnsley and District special sheet  32/36
Belfast, Third Edition small sheet 36  17/18
Birmingham sixth series, sheet 131, manuscript drawing  67/15
Blackpool, conference map, (Land Utilisation Survey)  18/12
Blandford, military map  33/21, 33/30
Bolton and Bury District special sheet  8/19, 32/36
Bordon, military map  33/30
Catterick, military map  17/16, 33/21, 30
Central Chilterns special sheet  28/18, 32/37
Cork, district map  11/5
Cotswold Hunt, district map  11/16
Cotswold, tourist map  10/18
Dartford and Sittingbourne, military map  33/33
Dartmoor, military map  33/22, 31
Dartmoor, tourist map  11/10
East Kent, Second War Revision sheet 117A  54/45-47
East Kent, military map  33/31
Exmoor, tourist map  11/10, 35/44
Farnborough, military map  33/21
Girvan, Seventh Series sheet 72, plain covers
Glasgow, geological map for BA conference  18/12
Guildford, Third Edition LSS sheet 125  66/3
Huddersfield, district map  32/36
Invergordon and Loch Ness, tourist map  11/9
Isle of Man, maps  2/5, 5/7, 12/7, 63/37
Isle of Wight, tourist map  11/9
Killarney, district map  11/5
Kilworth, manoeuvre map  14/17
‘King Alfred’ experimental map  32/6
Lake District,  11/16, 54/48
Lake District West, district map  11/16
Lands End, Tourist map  11/9
Leeds, special sheet  11/9
London, Main roads of,  38/58, 39/46
Marlborough, special edition with hills  8/19, 9/19, 21/2
Middle Thames, tourist map  11/10
Mourne Mountains, district map  13/14
Netheravon, military map  33/32
New Forest  6/10
New Forest, military map  33/22, 32
Norfolk Boards, tourist map  10/18
North Staffordshire, district map  33/60, 34/27
North York Moors, tourist map  3/8, 6/10
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1:63,360, one-inch, maps by title, cont.

Peak District, tourist map 16/15, 17/18
Reading District, special sheet 32/53
Rothesay and Firth of Clyde, tourist map 11/11
St Albans Fifth Edition district map 4/12
Salisbury, district map 55/38
Salisbury Plain, War Department Land on 33/60, 34/27, 36/49
Sidmouth, Budleigh Salterton and Exmouth, district map 11/10
Snowdon, tourist map 11/11
South East Kent 21/21
Southampton, district map 41/56
Taunton, special map 12/13
Thames Valley, military map 33/22, 26
Trossachs and Loch Lomond, tourist map 11/10
Weston Super Mare, district map 11/9
Wicklow, district map 11/5
Winchester, district map 11/15
Woldingham, combination of Fifth 115 and GSGS 3907 125 32/5

1:80,000 scale
Enlargement of French Military maps to 1:40,000 10/3

1:100,000 scale
administrative maps, demise of 47/3
- new 47/45
awful 60/47
cycling map, from 1:50,000 database 36/45
‘Disappointing Morsel’: so what next for 1:100,000 mapping 58/18-22
grids on 60/14
GSGS Misc.2000 reduced from one-inch Seventh Series 52/17
Herefordshire cycle map 56/32
justification for presentation of new series 60/1
Landranger questionnaire and possible 1:100,000 map content 59/10
its near non-existence 33/47
national mapping of Great Britain, what might it look like? 53/17-26
Northern Ireland 46/39, 49/21
notes on 55 sheet layout for national map 54/41
point to be made 54/56
Touring Map, Devon and Touring Map, Cornwall 58/16
versus 1:125,000: some comments 54/34-44
and 1:125,000 maps, sheet lines for 54/40

1:111,111 scale
Lake District and Cumbria, Touring map 62/64

1:125,000 scale
notes on 24 sheet layout for national map 54/42
possible specification 51/26
versus 1:100,000 54/34-44
1:126,720 scale, (half-inch)  7/2, 9/14, 20/20
   aviation maps  22/5
   Bartholomew’s half-inch maps, early 9/15, 47/12, 56/22-26, 61/30
   corrections in writing  35/37
   early district sheets  19/17
   early ‘private enterprise’  38/57
   Ellis Martin covers, 1918-1942  33/14-20
   footpaths on  42/59, 48/64
   Large Sheet Series  9/16
   printings since 1942, summary of  48/58-63
   Second Series, 1956-65  8/19, 16/7-12, 17/12, 17/16, 32/6
      - obituary  29/23
   Small Sheet Series  9/15
   topographical changes  36/47

Maps by title
   Birmingham, Second Series map  8/19, 16/12
   Bristol Meeting Excursion Map  18/11
   Greater London, Second Series map  16/12, 17/14
   Irish, sheet 5 – a map in my collection  59/47
   Middlesbrough, Richmond and Ripon sheet 6, a map of different specifications  42/59
   New Forest, district map  18/17
   Peak District and its Approaches, Special District Map  6/14
   Snowdon/Snowdonia, Second Series map  16/12, 17/4
   Worcestershire, 1927  38/59, 39/47

1:250,000 scale
   Interactive Atlas  48/66
   Fifth series ‘quarter-inch’  62/31-36
      - editions and printings of, 1957-78  37 insert (12pp), 37/33
      - integral cover, experimental  64/27
      - sheet 11, non-existent Redbourne by-pass  55/40
   new OS Road Maps  61/11
   Routemaster, updatedness?  32/4
   Travelmaster  34/32, 42/20, 42/44

1:253,440 scale, (quarter-inch)
in series order, general articles and by map title

   Old Series  14/2-10, 15/9
      revised  14/4-6
      hill shaded coloured map  12/5

   Second Edition  14/6
      Large Sheet Series  14/6

   Third Edition  1/2-4, 3/5, 5/16, 8/13, 9/2-9, 12/14

   Fourth Edition  8/13, 9/4, 32/5, 33/47
      with National Grid, known states of  62/36
         - unique numbers  46/20
1:253,440, quarter-inch, cont.

Fifth and subsequent series – see ‘1:250,000’ scale

Military Edition 23/11

General: 14/2-1044/59
  aero map (1911-12) 7/4
  Atlas, England and Wales 1/2
    - Scotland 1/4
  aviation maps 3/11, 23/6
  change to 1:250,000 scale 62/31
  character sheet 5/17
  conference maps 18/12
  conventional signs 3/11
  ‘county’ 15/11
  county indexes from Tithe Survey index 32/5
  covers 32/5, 64/27
  geographical 15/11
  Ireland, first layered map (GSGS 4338) 68/13-22
  Irish: outline map, 1903-04 14/5
  Land Utilisation Survey 22/2
  maps, states lists 14/8
  National Grid, production with 62/26
  origins 15/9-14
  OS policy 62/30
  Souvenir Coronation Motoring Map of England and Wales 39/47
  transition to Fifth Series 62/30
  unique numbers 46/20
  water supply 31/13

Maps by title
  Cambridge, conference map 18/11
  Contoured Map of the Thames Basin 31/15, 18
  District at the head of the River Severn shewing general geological features ... 31/13
  District at the head of the River Severn shewing reservoirs and main conduits etc 31/14
  Glasgow, conference map 18/12
  Lake District, similar maps for 31/14
  Leeds, conference map 18/12
  Scotland in Roman times 46/46
  South Central England 9/3
  York, conference map 18/12

1:500,000 scale, (‘half-million’)
  aviation maps 23/13
  physical maps 32/25
1:625,000 scale
Interactive Atlas 48/66
Planning Series 23/24
physical map 32/29

1:633,600 scale, (‘ten-mile’) 
aviation maps 23/12, 24/22
cartobibliography, ‘Ten-Mile’ maps of the Ordnance Surveys 35/3, 41/42, 42/10
earliest 27/11, 42/20
indexes 24/25, 29/30, 31/54, 42/10
Land Utilisation 23/3, 33/40
physical maps 1926-54 32/54
water supply 31/16

1:1,000,000 scale, (‘one million’)
aviation maps 23/14
physical maps 32/18
- listing 32/24

1:6,000,000 scale
Interactive Atlas 48/66
Author Index

Notes:

a. To keep the index within bounds the title Ordnance Survey is shown as OS.
b. ‘The’ and ‘A’ at the beginning of titles are omitted.
c. Unattributed articles are listed at the end.
d. Publication lists of new maps are not indexed.
e. Publication reviews are not all attributed.

Adams, Brian
Another late running railway 63/58
British Isles – how many? 29/2
In defence of Mudge (and also myself) 63/48
Delamere makes a comeback 65/62
From eighteen minutes west to longitude zero – episodes from the lives of a cartographer and a meridian 40/7
Hounslow Heath, Hampton and Heathrow – Roy re-visited and re-measured 50/46
Irish Miscellany:
1. The projection of the original one-inch map of Ireland (and of Scotland) 30/12
2. Combined sheets of the Irish one-inch coloured edition 30/15
3. County origins of Ireland 30/16
Landmark Information Group (2) 46/44
“Parallel to the meridian of Butterton Hill” – do I laugh or cry 38/15, 50/58
Parish Lists of the 1930s 33/48
Scattered county of Cromarty 29/31
Tardebigge – from Mastermind to minimal mapping 24/12
198 years and 153 meridians, 152 defunct 25/3, 26/15, 27/3

Andrews, David
Boring maps 62/79
Nominative determinism 61/40

Andrews, J H
Ireland: six-inch and 1:2500 survey and revision dates 30/8
Major Colby and Mr Edgeworth 37/29
OS of Ireland 30/6
OS of Northern Ireland 30/10
OS playlet of 1842 33/9
Record copy of the one-inch Irish hill map 30/4

Ansell, Pete
Centre of London 53/16
Cycle maps 53/48

Archer, David
British Library map catalogue on CD-ROM 58/29
Chronology of the OS, vol. 1 and 2, review 66/46
David Wright, obituary 58/3
Good deal of maps (Paper to the CCS AGM, 1990) 29/10
Guide to the OS one-inch Seventh Series, review 30/29
Hitting the Road: the art of the American road map, review 47/56
Kerry musings 57/41, 58/41, 59/51, 60/43, 61/31, 62/76, 63/52, 64/45, 65/56, 66/46, 67/51, 68/51
More wishful thinking 51/31
Archer, David, cont.

Paper Landscape (re-issue), review 64/46
Proper Charlies 62/81
OS – a bibliography 50/56
OS Covers – a glossary of terms (with John Cruickshank) 18/2
Quarter-inch Civil Air Edition 3/11
Triangulation, review 61/29
Visit to Royal School of Military Survey, Hermitage, 11 April 1997 49/30

Arden-Close, Col. Richard F
Archaeology and the OS 8/17
World War I and subsequent wars 9/18

Armitage, Geoff
OS land valuation plans 35/8

Atkins, Philip
Centre of London 51/45

Aslam, Sabra
Back on the map: ‘wilderness’ years ending 52/13

Ballantyne, Campbell
Reproduction of OS 6" and 25" mapping (review) 17/15

Ballantyne, Gilbert
OS employee 1912-1958 1/6

Batchelor, Bill
Charles Close Society and cartographic treasures 31/5
From the Inverness Advertiser, 9 August 1864 – Height of Ben Macdhui and Cairngorm 54/6
My first OS map 64/42
OS half-inch map – Second Series 1956-1961 16/7
1:50,000 paper covers 44/61

Bartlett, Chris
Visit to Aberystwyth 68/6

Bell, Michael
Anne Price, publication of 1:2500 Hebden Bridge, 1907 edition 48/67
1:2500 plans, suffixes to print codes 48/65

Bentley, John
Parish roads and public roads 33/39
Research in Somerset using the OS 32/9
Road numbering 54/59
Small is beautiful: visit to Alan Godfrey Maps, 13 June 2002 64/4

Biddescombe, Brian
Channel Tunnel 51/2
Introduction to supplement to the Irish Times, 25 May, 1993 38/30
Something on the side? 50/32

Bignell, Bill
Conventional signs and the OS – the case of mills and the New Series 35/10

Binns, Donald
Reprint before publication? 45/46
Bird, Graham
Bird, Graham  
Cauk pits at Ladmanlow (continued)  59/59
Going underground with the Explorer series  60/29
Lists of A and B roads  62/79
Old maps  63/1
On-line Gazetteers  62/5
Renumbering the Explorer series  67/59

Blake, R N E
Airfields, land use and the OS  59/2
Landranger Study Day in Derby, 4 July, 1998  51/3

Bleasdale, T C
Putting the country together  61/28

Board, Chris
CCS Archive of OS material  53/2
Chairman’s report  57/1
Edward Christie Willatts O.B.E.  57/3
Formation of Publications Sub-Committee  10/12
George Fordham Award  56/2
New OS Road Maps at 1:250,000  61/11
One-inch Popular “Special Edition with hills”  9/19
Quarter-inch map  9/2
Quarter-inch to one mile (1:253,440 scale) topographic map of GB, 1945 – 1960  62/25
Third edition of the quarter-inch map: a working note  1/2
Three-inch map of London and its predecessors of 1926  43/48
Two hundred and fifty years of French mapping  47/39

Bowring, Alan
Boring maps  61/37
‘Discovering Lost Ways’ project  64/7
Exploring missing territory  67/38

Bradshaw, Ray
Pass words  31/6

Braim, Stephen
Weatherproof maps  59/55

Braine, Peter
Rail ownership on the one-inch Popular Edition map  49/46

Bromley, K M
Landranger sheet 186: Aldershot and Guildford  58/24
Stations on Landranger maps  68/31

Brookes, Hugh
Long running soap story  63/59
Map of Salisbury  55/38
Pencil marks  59/56
Questions and answers in Sheetlines  51/48
Visit to the London Transport Museum Depot  59/6

Broome, M R
Conventional signs of the quarter-inch map  3/11
One-inch Seventh Series maps: a preliminary listing of cover designs  13/7
Broomfield, Phil
   EM 67/18

Brown, Ivor
   Moorland map 59/50

Brown, Maj. Gen. R L
   Ordnance maps as a community service 34/14

Browne, John Paddy
   Ordnance Survey’s christmas card 17/3
   Ordnance Survey’s other artists 6/2
   OS new map and revisions, 1984 9/17
   Research on Ellis Martin 4/6

Budd, Phil
   Cotswold Method: a personal recollection 62/57

Burden, Eugene
   Bag’s Tree and yet another 60/48
   Centre of London 51/45
   Early issues of Bartholomew’s Reduced Ordnance Survey of England & Wales 56/22
   Finds at a postcard fair 57/42
   Map for the Bagshot Heath manoeuvres, 1792 46/17, 49/44
   OS maps in Bartholomew files 48/80
   Portsdown manoeuvres map 58/43
   Vivat Berceria 65/63

Carlucci, April
   Charles Close Society and the internet 46/51

Challis, David Milbank
   Descriptive memories 65/37
   1:25,000 map is a particular case in point 67/58

Chasseaud, Peter
   Artillery training maps of the UK 1914-18, part II: the 1:20 000 series (GSGS 2748) 11/12
   Development of artillery squares and artillery training maps of the UK 10/2
   Request for information, British maps and survey, Western Front, 1914-18 10/19

Clark, Peter
   Bibliographical study of OS descriptive pamphlets 2/10
   Maps for the Army: the OS’s contribution 7/2
   Marketing of maps before 1918 (with Ian Mumford) 15/1
   Note on the ‘1941 style’ of coded imprint adopted by the OS and War Office 5/9
   Six-inch Town Plans 7/13

Clayton, Donald C
   ‘Around Aldershot’ guidebook 54/53
   Awful 1:100,000 60/47
   Landranger 172 Bristol and Bath 52/59 and 53/49
   Memorials depicted on 1:50,000 maps 48/81
   Security classified sites 54/53

Clayton, Phil
   Canal tunnels 61/35
   Explorer 219 58/44
Cocke, J Wilbur G
First Land Use Survey 19/12

Coffey, Petra
George Victor du Noyer, 1817-1869 35/14

‘Colby’s Column’
Contemporary comment – The Tower, October 1981 1/5
Contemporary comment – The Tower, March 1982 3/8

Cole, John
Cornish Explorers 58/28
Early years of the National Grid fifty-inch map 67/26
Early years of the National Grid twenty-five inch map 64/19
Exploring the revision on Explorers and Outdoor Leisure maps 57/22
Extracts from OS Field Bulletins of the early 1950s 53/52
How good were the provisional OS maps 46/51
Harvey Mountain Map of Dartmoor compared with contemporary OS 47/6
Introduction to the old ‘Town Series’ maps 61/20
Large scale National Grid mapping in the County of Cornwall 49/25
Large scale topics – old and new 65/42
Level crossings and sidings 55/30
Linkage between abandoned ‘Town Scales’ (1/1056, 500 and 528) and the 1/1250 National Grid
Series 48/34 and 50/58
List of survey methods, approximate start date and locations: 1:1250, 1955-65 68/48
Map in my collection: reminiscences of the 1/1250 survey 52/20
Measuring on the map at Lower Weare 66/52
Notes on the unique eleven First Series (Regular) maps at 1:25,000 47/47, 50/58
OS 1:1250 National Grid Surveys: an updated list 56/13, 62/24
Passing by 50/47, 51/51, 52/45, 53/14, 58/7, 62/24
Problems of the overhaul – revision of the 1:2500 map 53/30
Railway error at Warrington 55/37
Railways and maps 51/12
Some aspects of survey for the 1:10,000 map 55/11
Survey diagrams – 1:10,560 56/18
Tunnel vision II 60/34, 62/24
1:1250 mapping: additional notes 57/35
1:2500 National Grid resurvey and revision in the replotted counties 60/25, 62/24

Collier, Peter
Photogrammetry in the OS from Close to MacLeod 64/15

Coombes, John
Good deal in maps (paper to the CCS AGM, 1990) 29/13

Cooper, Jim
Joint editor of Sheetlines, 49 - 54
One-inch revision in the 1960s 52/30
Postcards based on one-inch tourist maps, Lake District and Peak District 52/65

Corrie, Philippa J
On the other side 57/47
Was there life before maps? 59/45

Cottrell, Mike
David Bednall, obituary 58/2
Cowan, Wally
  Hand colouring of OS plans 5/13
  Survey of the Metropolis 4/7

Cruickshank, John
  Another guidepost 62/78
  Four-mile map before the First World War 14/2
  Maps of the OS as they are, and as they ought to be 50/3
  OS covers – a glossary of terms (with David Archer) 18/2
  Small scale maps of the Western Front 39/28
  Western Front and Boer War mapping 41/26

de la Mare, Aidan
  Another tree 59/54
  Distorting mirror of history 62/58
  Explorers for boating 60/48
  Garages 60/36
  Good news – but… 64/32
  Map for navigation 53/51
  Naked man found in New Forest 64/54
  Was there life before maps? – 2 64/44

Dean, Richard
  Editor of Sheetlines, 7 - 18
  More about the Fifth Edition 4/10
  Off the rails – a significant error on Old Series one-inch revision 54/23
  Peak District and its approaches 6/14
  Why 1883? 57/46

Dobbie, Brian
  Cover clanger? New Popular (sixth) edition, sheet 166 Frome 48/4
  Covers of sheet 31, Scotland Popular Edition 49/12
  Ilkeston and District Local History Society and Sawley Historical Society reprints 49/37
  Railway ownership shown on the one-inch Popular Edition map 48/38
  Second War Revision sheet 117A East Kent (Special Sheet) 54/45
  Wolverhampton on one-inch OS maps 53/50

Dommet, Julian
  OS in transition, Visit to Southampton, 14 Nov 2001 63/3
  Using pocket computers 64/28

Donachie, Fraser
  Deconstructing the interest quotient 67/38
  Hanging around 65/61

Donovan, D T
  Non-existent hill on the first edition of the 1:25,000 map 65/41

Edney, Matthew H
  OS and British surveys in India 26/3, 27/9

Evans, Richard
  Countryside and Rights of Way Act – an update 61/7
  Errors on OS maps 53/48
  NT and OS – and some thoughts on Explorer 133 50/36
  OS and NT revisited 51/49, 54/52
  Railways and the London Explorers 54/19
  Red Guides, Homeland Handbooks and other contemporary books 45/48
Evans, Richard, cont.
Scottish Populars  50/59
Think of a number between 2 and 9 and forget it: A few thoughts on OS/Philip’s Street Atlas  50/31
Walking on water  51/49

Fair, Alan
Visit to Tolworth: Defence Geographic Centre, 13 October, 2001 62/4

Forrest, David
GSGS Misc. Series 1999 and 2000  52/17
Map grids on 1:100,000 scale maps  60/14
Some observations on Maps for the cycle-/tourist in Sheetlines 51  53/45
Teaching the early history of the OS  59/61
What might 1:100,000 scale national mapping of Great Britain look like? (with Ewen Kinninment)  53/17

Fowler, John A
Reproduction of OS maps in books  50/40

Fry, Philip
Irish OS maps  56/33
OS and its future direction  59/7
1:100,000 maps, David Forrest’s article, Sheetlines 53  54/56

Garnett, David
[OS map] indexes  2/9

Garratt, John
Ordnance Survey revision drawing confirming a local surveyor’s plan  36/28
Parishes with scattered parts  32/17

Garvin, Brian
Quarter-inch series, Third Edition  5/16
Report of Sheffield Meeting, July, 1983  8/10

Godfrey, Alan
OS large-scale plans: a vanishing heritage?  14/14
Reprinting old OS maps  24/2
Where are we going?  8/9

Greenway, Ian
National GPS network for Great Britain  31/55

Griffiths, John
Tunnel vision I  60/33

Hadfield, Tim
Blackpool party conference  68/56
Railways, cyclists and the purple plague – the debate continues  54/55
Railways and maps  52/58

Haigh, Peter
Bases of the OS 62/45 and 64/34
Boring maps  61/38
Rights of access on OS maps  56/37
William Mudge’s ‘Account … of a Trigonometrical Survey …’  61/24

Hanbury, Nick
Month end  34/16
Harley, J B
Old newspapers 1/7

Hellyer, Roger
Archaeological and historical maps of the OS  20/2, 21/6
Author’s apologia (or a note of thanks from RH to RH) 35/5
Boundary markers 65/31
Cartobibliography of the one-inch map of Ireland, in colour, 1901-1956 63/12
Cartographic discovery 66/26
Creating the 1:25,000 cartobibliography – some reflections 65/7
Earliest ‘Ten Mile’ map (with Richard Oliver) 27/11
Editions and printings of quarter-inch Fifth Series 1957-78 37/insert
First National Grid map? 55/31
Genuine case of nominative determinism 64/55
Help wanted: one-inch map printings for civilian use in WWII 58/4
Now you see it, now you don’t! 50/33
Official mapping in New Zealand 41/29
Old Series at St John’s 55/19
Old Series – pre-St John’s 56/12
One-inch engraved maps with hills: some notes on double printing 44/11
One-inch Third Edition map of England and Wales, in colour: small sheet series (with Richard Oliver) 57/8
OS of Ireland 30/6
Peak District post-war tourist map 17/18
Physical maps of the OS 32/18
Quarter-inch map with town plans 12/14
Scotland in Roman Times 46/46
Sheet lines: some notes on GSGS 3917 and other one-inch large sheet maps of Ireland 43/4
Six-inch map of Bristol and six-inch twenty sheet series of London 8/17
Some further notes on military mapping in Ireland 46/29
Some notes on the civilian use of OS small scale mapping during the Second World War 48/45
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